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in Demand.
The put year the most successful In
the history of the extension work of the

"apK&o τω plow."

Muterate.

agricultural college. A large Increase
in number of meetings and 25 per cent
practical agricultural topks
u eoUclteU. Address all communication» le- increase in the number of people reached.
P
leaded for this department to Hxmxt D I· your town using this service? It is
Surgeon Dentist,
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yours for the asking.
MAIN·.
ocrat, Paris. Me.
S<>l"TH PARIS,
The agricultural extension work at
warranted.
the College of Agriculture was organized
work
Al! «y ^e«i
How to Have a Good Hay Crop In a for the purpose of serving the people of
Ρ JONES,
Maine.
That its effort· are meeting
, VK Η
Dry Season.
with approval is evidenced by the rapid
A neighbor who moved into a new
Dentist,
of the service. Granges are using
bouse and made a garden in another growth
the extension service for lectures, demonMAINE.
V»KWAY.
place seeded the old one with grass seed strations and
co-operative work. Agri(pricipally timothy and redtop). The
.τ*—9 to 13—1 to 4.
in high schools and
jj ν
secund year after seeding was remarkably cultural departments
extenit In
academies are
dry, and the best meadows in this region sion schools using fromholding
F. SMITH.
one to four
covering
In striking concut a very light ewath.
families
and
farmers'
Farmers
trast, tbe grass on that old garden spot days.
Attorney at Law,
have used it in making co-operative tests
was as tall and thick as ever grew in thin
MAINE.
s
Κ WAY,
with
corn,
oats, and alfalfa, in taking
and good enough
Collections a Specialty couotry in a wet season,
k.
Horn* Β
course*, and in securing
to satisfy any reasonable maa.
Why did correspondence Rural
scuools and school
this old garden spot raise better grass expert advice.
.·. Κ A PAKE.
officials have used it in helping to organthan the adjoining meadow'.' Why did
ize boys' and girls' agricultural clubs,
Attorneys at Law,
it uot sutler for moisture the same as
the
lands in the vicinity? and in securing seed for conducting
other
MAINE.
grass
t'KTHKL·,
cow test and breeders' associaEllery C.Park
Cbittiy because it waa so much richer contest·;
·:«οη K. Herrlok.
and
lectures
tions have used it for
to supply abundantly the necessary
demonstrations of various kinds, includmeans of growth, and was fuller of
WALDO
J.
stock and crop judging; agricultural
humus to absorb and retain more of the ing
fairs have used it for placing exhibitions
rain water for tbe use of the plants. Λ
farm products and animals.
and
large proportion of humus in the soil no 35 judging
per cent represents the increase in the
doubt facilitated the rise of the ground
The garden number of meetings and demonstrations
water by capillary action.
Tempt· Street, rear Masonic Blook,
conducted by the extension department
had been manured with stable manure
NORWAY. year after year for tifty years, until it was during the past year.
Telephone Connection.
A circular announcing the plans for the
as rich as a guano islaud to the depth of I
summer extension service has just been
more.
or
inches
eighteen
issued and already many requests are
DP LEONARD J. NEAL,
Of course, seeding down old gardens to
made for lectures and demonstraraise big crops of hay would not be wise I being
tions.
The entire agricultural faculty
as
no
good
vegetables;
they
produce
long
Or
!ay«, Mondays and Fridays, and
are available for the summer extension
but the conditions that made this old
by appointment.
work so that it will be possible during
yeat
garden spot so productive in a dry sea I
Street, Sooth Paris. Me.
the monthe of August and September to
son can be secured for whole meadows I
-4
A5
106-12
Telephone
send workers into every county in Maine.
by the employment of the same means. I Lectures and demonstrations
are given
The conditions are a soil made rich and !
on
request from granges, agricultural
deep with well rotted stable manure. I associations,
clubs, fairs, and for indiOf course it will cost considerable, but I
viduals. They deal with the vital prob
I
without
obtained
be
can
no
SURGEON,
good thing
lems of farm and country life. They are
expenditure of money or labor by some I given without expense
to local people.
South Paris.
more by the I
worth
will
be
it
and
body,
in the summer extenof hay than its improve- I Anyone interested
increased
crop
All kir>i> f work in the line of raent cost. You may say: "Manure is I sion work should write to the Extension
University of Maine,
all right for grass or grain, but we never I Department,
We·, mj S rgery.
Maine.
have enough of it, and we keep all tbe I Orono,
stock nur faims will carry." Try keep- I
Starting the Calves Right.
ing more stock and tbe additional ma-1
nure will supply the grass and grain to I
Our neighbors are greatly exercised
over the amount of butter we are making
keep them.
Some farmer critics would say:
From two cows, one fourteen years old,
-and Graduate Optician.
Jew
bing Peter to pay Paul; put all your ma- and farrow, and the other six jears old,
nure on your meadows and have an I a calf of the former.
They are of mixed
predominating. Of
empty corn crib. Corn is worth morel blood, Durham
than hay at any time." Maybe not. I course, we have a good cream separator,
I wish
Let us examine tbat matter a little. I as have some of our neighbors.
l ake tbe following states: Maine, New I to say to these good people and many
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, I others like unto them: Vou did not beKbode Island, Connecticut, New York, gin soon enough with your cows; you
New Jersey and Pennsylvania. For the I half starved them when they were little
10 years from 1001 to 1011 (inclusive) the I calves. I do not mean that calves should
I
MAINE.
average production of bay per acre was be fed large quantities at a time, keep
1 -0 tons aud the average farm price per I them in good shape, but keep them
ton was 513.12. The average farm
healthy and growing. All animals on a
farm should be fed three times a day.
per acre for tbe ten years was ?lt}.53.
&
The average value of corn per acre in I Three sufficient meals a day are much
those same states for tbe same years wax better for all animals than two large
Norway, Maine,
?21 OS, only $5.45 more than an acre of ones. All animals should be fed regubay. Tbe corn ground had to be I larly.
ploughed, harrowed, planted and culti-1I My little calves are fed new milk three
vated four or five times, and the corn times a day until they are two weeks
Sheet Metal Work.
had to be cut up, husked and shelled. I old; small feeds, gradually increased in
I
SPECIALTY. | Good seed adds something to the cost. quantity as they grow older, and gradSTEfcL CEILINGS A
The only expense of raising an acre of ually changed to sweet warm skim milk.
hay after tbe meadow is seeded is in cut-1 The pails from which they drink are
ting and curing rhe hay. Does anybody I kept as clean as the milking pails.
When the calf will eat nice bright
believe that $5.45 will pay the difference
or
Be ■ Chauffeur
in coat between raising a crop of corn I clover bay, which many of them do at a
Automobile Engineer.
?
month or six weeks, I give milk mornand a crop of ha}
It is said there are meadows in Eng- ing and night
to
only, at noon giving
We need men
train, la three week», land that have not been ploughed in a I water, which they soon learn to drink.
weekly. Kaey thousand years and tbe owners would I I
f
Itlon* paying **> to
keep the hay always before them, and
Best Sprlnχ poslUons now
»
-hort hour*.
have them never feed
grain until the second year;
Five year* of sue- consider it a great injury to
l|r Mni; an·I Garage work.
PORTLAND AUTO CO.. j ploughed. They are manured regularly they will not eat too much hay. I am
Write now
Purtland. Maine.
with stable manure and dressed with careful not to give them so much milk at
If any weeds a feed as to spoil their shape. I keep
commercial fertilizers.
I
My calves
appear they are immediately spudded them satisfied and growing.
out.
□ever bawl, yet are always ready for
I
than
fed
is
moister
are
by the
Tbe climate of England
their feed, because they
and
with a $12,000.000 Guarantee. America's. Thore are more rains there! clock, as all animals should be fed
The reand they are better distributed through as all cows should be milked.
Before you buy ANY automobile, the crowing season. With our droughty I sult is my neighbors are exclaiming over
summers we probably could not
the butter yield of my cows and the size
examine the NYBERG 1912 cars
our meadows seeded so long as those in and weight of my beef cattle.
My calves
now on exhibition by
England if we tried ever so bard; but we are on good pasture in summer.—A. L.
could keep them raising profitable crops 3., Ontario County, Ν. Y.
of grass much longer than we now do by
Maine a Faming State.
top dressing with manure, as do the
lish farmers.
Id some parte of the country wherel
South Paris.
o(
HigTbe late George M. Clark,
they boast of more level land, deeper
As'-nt for Oxford County and Harrison ganum, Conn., who raised such enor- and freer soil and milder climate, they
I
almost
to
as
acre
mous crops of grass per
to
will
at:
pay
you
liridgton.
I are wont to look with aome contempt on
stagger belief (and in spite of severe Maine as an agricultural state. That is
lev this car.
of
drouth*), applied large quantities
better.
besides a because they don't know any homes
Also Agent for Brush Cars, stable manure to his meadows,
should visit the farms and
liberal amount of commercial fertilizers. They
of this state and see the siens of thrift
Diamond Tires for Sale.
Professor W. F. Massey says: "Farm- I
and comfort. They should attend the
not differ from the farm-1
does
for
bay
ing
fairs, in particular the large
for grain in the need of keeping up agricultural
ing
corn aud fruit ehows.
C. W
(
They should read
tbe productivity of the land through I
the accouots of meetings of dairymen
fertilizers and a good rotation; hay farm-1
should hear of
method and poultrymen. They
ing may be tbe most profitable
won for best yields of corn.
the
prizes
I
W.
Ingof farming one can adopt."—J.
They should study the potato statistics.
bam, Tonawanda, Penn., in Tribune!
Iw1
-uUh DOOBS and WINDOWS of any
They should witneu the numbers and
Farmer,
'Ue or Mylc at reasonable price·.
activity of the farmers' organization, the
Grange. By the test of the Grange alone
the agriculture of Maine is in anything
Danger in Inexpert Inbreeding.
At the recent sesElba Thomas, of Scio, Ν. Y., writes but a backward state.
the Maine
I? in ν .nt of any kind of Finish for ln»lde 01
that be bas a very promising registered sion of the National Grange,
Pine Lum
in the list of states
irk, «en·! In your order·.
Holstein heifer, three years old, which branch was the third
twr ai'
for
Caah.
on
hand
Cheap
single·
dues paid in, being exceedia the mother of a bull now one year in amount of
two states—
lie asks me an to whether it will be ed in this respect by only
old,
In numWork.
an· Job
and New York.
a good or bad policy to breed tbia heifer Pennsylvania
a
This is a question that bers, the Maine Grange approaches
to her owo son.
Matched Pine âheathlng for Sale.
and it is alert,
confront· many farmers. Mr. Thomas membership of 60,000,
Presque Isle
has a promising heifer and she has pro- vigorous and growing.
!.. W.
duced him a promising bull, and perhaps Star-Herald.
Maine
....
*-« Sumner,
No one who lives in Aroostook County
there is not as promising a Holstein bull
of taking
within reach of him as bis own is for Deed feel under the necessity
In case there anything but the first place when comCANVI'IaN unleached hardwood aahe·», the him to breed his heifer to.
laud with farm>-t
r-i on earth, car lot» bulk, twelve I
is I say breed your promising heifer paring Maine's farming
!"
the United
icd, thirteen dollar·; sixty cent· |>er
in no way related to ber, ing land in any other part of
Ueorge Steven.·», PeterlHjrougl), 1 to the bull
ÂU inces States. As for the climate—well, a mild
"ntir'
nWS
iHdh
yet of the same family.
does not always produce the best
tuous breeding places the breeder on climate
men.
thin ice, especially when the mother and the greatest
Speaking about level land, however,
has some physical defect, like a badly
to foel any conis
inclined
formed udder. She may be a large pro- the man who
farms should be introducer of milk and of good constitution, tempt for Maine
to duced to the great plains of Washington
team ers leave Frank
inherit the
MAINE STEAMSHIP tin Wharf Tuesdays but her eon will calves withtendency
the same County.—Maine Farmer.
heifer
produce
Satur
and
UNE dlreet between Thursday!»
udders of his mother when
Portia: I ami New York lay* at 6:30 ρ m., also badly formed
Monday·, 10:30 a.m., used on common grade cow·, and if
The 191a Apple Crop.
•^αϋΤΤΠΠο^βρϊ^Τ™"
bred back to bis mother one can with
Bound
Portland and
One
Many things will happen before the
a high degree of certainty depeud upon
but predicting the
ber producing heifer calve· with the apples are picked,
Portlauil I.Ine Service same defect intensified; or if the offsize of any kind of a crop has now beLeave Franklin Wharf
PORTLAND LINE Portland, week day· at spring is a male, his get will invariably come so much of a science that the trade
makes its plans months
H< rvlce to Boston,
Τ p. in .Sunday· 3p.ro
be heifers with badly formed udders. goes ahead and
Caatport, Lubec
r> turning leave Boston
with other in advance, on the strength of the prehold·
ratio
same
The
good
and St. John.
dally at 7 p.m. steamJust now the shippers are
dictions.
defects.
ship· Β Β. Fuller or | physical
to handle
Thus it is on general principle· hazard- making long-distance plans
Bay State
ex- one of the biggest apple crops on record.
International Line Service.
Steamer· leave ous to practice incestuous breeding
in the The experts tell us that the American
Portland at about 5 a m Tuesdays. Thurscept as the breeder is an expert
day·» and Saturday·, returning leave Bo-ton
of animal· he may commercial crop will reach fifty million
conformation
at
physical
ru
and
Fridays.
Monday·, We»lne»days
same
It i· true that the types of barrels. Last year at this time the
I.eavt· Portland 5 p. ru. for
Kastpcrt. Lubec be breeding.
would be
an St John,
steamship* Governor Dlngley and all pure bred animals have been Jixed by experts figured that the crop
boveruor Cobb.
million barrels, and it
more or less inbreeding, some of which twenty-nine
milFare between Portland and Boston 9133.1
but it baa been proved to be a little nnder thirty
incestuous
is
breeding,
Stater.··mi. #1 («and #1 SO.
to Mr. lion.
I
Therefore
say
done
by experts.
Steamer
Monbegan
From all the apple raising regions the
Thomas and to others who are similarly
I leave· Portland
Thus lays j situated:
If you are not an expert in reports are exceptionally encouraging.
Tuesday·,
raises
and Saturdays at 7 a.m.
animal conformation, don't make tbe at- In northern New England—which
for Bocklanu and Interthat as good apples as are raised or can be
médiat. landing·.
tempt. It might be a mistake
of succès·. raised anywhere in the world—the prosKxi're·· Service for Freight, all ratée Inclu le would ruin your fond bopee
Mr. pects are for a great crop. It is a pity
■aiiti.· Insurance.
It might be wisdom on the part of
on animal that New England has not millions more
Fur reservation· and all Information address Tbomaa to call in an expert
ex- of apple trees,and that many of the abanU A. CL.\Y,
Agent. Franklin Wharf. Portland. conformation and have him closely
and many other farms that
amine the promising heifer and her son, doned farms,
as far as tillage
and follow his advice.—C. D. Smead, ought to be abandoned
A. o.
is concerned, are not being transformed
V. S., in Tribune Farmer.
into orchards, which, properly cared for,
15 ve?rs expert Watch- (Jive the Birds Some Oreen Food. would be gold mine· for thoir owners.
The "box apple" region of Washingmaker with
Green food, where liberty ia enjoyed,
Idaho is doing wonderKennard ACoM Boston. will be gathered by the birds themselves. ton, Oregon and
ful thing· in the line of apples. That is,
oonûned
be
closely
must
Where poultry
the quality is
aa wonderful in quantity, for
to bare yard·, in which not ao much
Inferior to our New England apples.
Alt Work
should
prothe
owner
can
a weed
start,
This year the northwestern crop will oe
Guaranteed.
vide a supply of thia necessary element.
the largest yrt
It require· nearly twice that of 1910,
It ia abundant and cheap.
be from 10,000
it. It ia produced there. It will
a few moments to gather
At
a car.
only
A little out of the way
to 18,000 cars of 1Θ0 bariels to
unreasonable not to provide it. ▲ little the
rate of growth and developpresent
but it pays to walk.
fowls
regular
the
green food will keep
so the experts estimate, that region
It will give tbe cropa tbe ment,
will ship about 50,000 oars of apples by
OE*S, WATCHES, CLOCKS and healthy.
contain
will
it
And
And the
proper distension.
1915 and 140,000 cars by 1920.
AND IEWELBV.
more elements of support and growth
methods of orcharding,
ra- northwestern
the
in
regular
With optotnetrl·» Parme η ter, Norway, Mebe
lacking
which may
a lesson that
it along packing and shipment carry
to
tion·. It is a good thing; pass
eastern orchardists eannot afford
or young. the
old
stock,
feathered
tbe
all
to
Herald.
Teraii
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you turn round and say you'll die oyer
that! You Just try dying and you'll
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CHAPTER XXIII.
TIIKEK GUESSES.

"HEX the younger

son

found

that she had left London, be
ran off and followed her,"
Freccontinued the angel.
kles was listeuing most attentively
now. "When she got here all alone and
afraid." the augel went on. "and saw

him coining to her. why. she was so
ijlnd she up and married him. Just
like anybody else would have done.
He didn't wart her to travel with the
troupe, so when they got to Chicago
they thought that would be u good
place, aud they stopped, and he hunted

It was slow business, because
work.
he had never been taught to do a useful
thing, and he didn't even know how to
huut work, least of all to do it when

get

a

good slap!"

The angel stood glaring at him.
One second Freckles lay paralyzed and
The next
dumb with astonishment.
the Irish In his soul rose above every-

thing. A rour of laughter burst from
him. The terrified angel caught him
in her arms and tried to stifle the
sound. She Implored and commanded.
The ten re rolled from Freckles* eyes
and he

When he was

wheezed on.

too worn out to utter another sound,
his eyes laughed silently.
When he was quiet and rested the
angel commenced talking to him softly.
"Dear Freckles," she waa saying,
"across your kneea there la the face
of the mother that went Into the lira
for you, and I know the name—old
and full of honor—to which you were
Dear heart, which will you
born.
bare first!"
"Me mother!"
She lifted the lovely pictured fàce
and set It In the nook of his arm.

Freckles caught her band and drew
her down beside bim, and together
they gazed at the picture.
"Me mother! Oh, me motherl Can
you ever be forgiving me? Oh, me
chanted
mother!"
little
beautiful
Freckles over and over In exalted
wonder.
"Walt!" criel the angel to the mute

question she could

than he could ask.

it!"

no

more

answer

"Wait, I will write

She hurried to the table, caught up
the nurse's pencil and on the back of

•r Her leehug of responsibility, If It
sîîled Ii'.m nftor ail, there was only
•me thiug left tj do.

"Angel," whispered FVeckles with
his Hps ::~ainst her hair, "you haven't
learned your history book very well,

you've forgotten."
"Forgotten what?" sobbed the
gel

•>r

"Forgotten about the real knight,
ladyMrd," breathed Freckles softly.
"Doii't you know that if anything
happened that made bis lady sorry a
real knight just simply couldn't be remembering It? Angel, darling little
Swtup Angel, you be listening to me.
There was one night on the trail, one
■solemn. grand, white night that there
wasn't ever any other like before or

since, when the dear boss put his arm
about me and told me that be loved
me. baHf you care, angel, If you don't
want it that way, why. I ain't remembering that anybody else ever did—not
in me whole life."
The angel lifted her head and looked
into the depths of Freckles' honest
gray eyes, and they met hers unwaveringly; but the pain in them was pitiful.
"Do you mean," she demanded, "that

remember that α brazen,
you
forward girl told you, when you hadn't
asked her, that she"—the angel choked
on It u second, but she gave a gulp and
brought It out bravely—"that she loved
don't

you?"

"Nol I
"No!" thundered Freckles.
don't remember anything of the kind."
But all the song birds of his soul
burst into melody over that one little
clause, "When you hadn't asked her."
"But you will," said the angel. "You

may live to be an old, old man* and
then you will."
"I will not!" cried Freckles. "How
can you think It, angel?"
"You won't even look as if you remember!"
"I will not!" persisted Freckles.

he fouud It: so pretty soon things were
But If he couldn't find
wrong.
work, she could always βΐηρ. so she
»ang nt night, and made little things
Ile didn't like her to
In the daytime.
sing in public, aud he wouldn't let her
when he could help himself; but winter

going

"I'd rather give it all up now and go
out Into eternity alone, without ever
seeing α soul of me same blood or me
home or heating another man call me
by the name i was born to than to
remember anything that would be hurt-

came, It was very cold, and fire was exRents went up, and they had
to move farther ont to cheaper and
cheaper places; an I you were coming-·
I moan, the hoy that Is lost was coming—ami they were almost distracted.
Then the man wrote and toid his father
all about 1ft. and his father sent tinletter bac!· unopened aud wrote him to

pensive.

ing yoy, angel."

CHAPTER XXIV.

write aguiu.
"When the baby came, there w.r
mighty little left to pawn for food and
r doctor, aud nothing at all for a nurse,
to an old neighbor womau went In and
took care of the young mother and the
little baby, just because she was so
sorry for them. By that time they wen·
never

m

kept coming closer and closer.
"The old womau ran out with the
rest of the people and saw what had
She kuew there wasn't
happened.
going to be time to wait for the Bremen or anything, and ebç ran into the
She could hear the poor
building.
little baby screumiug, and she couldn't
stand that, so she worked her way up
to it. There it was, all hurt and bleeding. Then she was scared almost to
death over thinking what its mother
would do to her for going off and
leaving it. so she ran to a home for

little friendless babies that

was

near

and banged on the door. Then she hid
across the street until the baby wan
taken in. and then she ran back to
see if her own house was burning up.
The factory and the little house and a
lot of others were all gone. The people there told her that the beautiful
came back and ran into the house

lady

to find her baby. She had just gont
in when her husband came, and he
went lu after her, and the house went
down over both of them."
Freckles lay rigid, with his eyes on

the angel's face. and ehe talked rapidly to the ceiling.
"Then the old woman was Just sick
about that poor little baby. She was
afraid to tell them at the home, because ehe knew she never should have
left it, but she wrote a letter and sent
it to where the beautiful woman, when
had said her husband's
people lived. She told all about the
little buby that she could remember;

she was ill.

born, how it was named
when it
for the man's elder brother, that Its
hand hud been cut off lu the fire, and
where she had put it to be doctored
and taken care off. She told them that
Its mother nnd father were both burned, and she begged and Implored them
was

to come and get it.
"You think it would have melted a
heart ot ice. but that old man hadn't
letauy heart to melt, for he got that
lie hid it away
ter and read It.
a
among his papers and never told
A few months ago he died.
soul.
When his elder son went to settle up
his business be found tbat letter alHe dropped
first thing.
most the
everything, and came, with his wife,
to hunt that baby, because he had

always loved his brother dearly, and
wanted him back. He had hunted for
him all he dared all these years, ami
when he got here you were gone—I
mean the baby was gone—and 1 had
to tell you. Freckles, for you eee 1'
might have happened to you like thnt
just as easy as to tbat other lost
boy."

Freckles reached up and turned the
angel's face until bo compelled her
eyes to meet his.
"Angel." said Freckles at last,
her wrist, "are yon trying to

catching

tell me that there is somebody hunting
heboy that you're thinking might
me? Are you belavin* you've found

a

me

relations?"

Then the angel's eyes came home.
She pinioned
The time had come.
Freckles' arms to his sides and bent
above him.
"How strong are you, dear heart?"
she breathed. "How brave are you?
Can you bear it? Dare I tell yon
that?"

"Not If
"No!" gasped Freckles.
if
you're sure! I can't bear itl Γ11 die
you dor*
The day bad been one unremitting
strain with the angel! Nerve tension
II
was drawn to the finest thread.

snapped suddenly.
"Die?" she flamed. "Die, if I tell
that
you that! Ton said this morning
.know
you would die if you didn't

will
were
Tou need not be afraid the hens
in your name, and If your people
Delivered at any station on the
them
There are four sources of profit
eat too inach crushed shell·. Let
skim milk, honorable. Now I'Ve gone and found
the
butter
the
fat,
Grand Trunk between Berlin and have all they want.
dairying:
the land you a name that stands for ages of
the manure that goes back to
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
If well bred dairy stock honor, a mother that loved you enough
calves.
the
and
The thing whloh bars all progress la
be made an Im- to go into the fire and die for you,
Is kept, this last can
J. M. DAY,
the lack of buainoaa organization on
Dairy Farmer. tad the nicest kind ot rtlAttiw. and
factor.—Kimball's
portant
IS1*
tbe farm.
Bryant's Pond, Mo.
I

BIXGS A5X) A FEATHER.

when just a little would have
made life so beautiful to them and
saved me this crippled body—money
that he willed from me when he knew
I was living, of bis blood and on charity among strangers, I don't touch, not
if 1 freeze, starve and burn too! if
there ain't euough besides that and 1

misery

can't be earning enough to fix things
for the angel"—
"We are not discussing money !"
burst in the man of affairs. "We don't
want any blood inouey! We have ull
If yoa don't feel
we need without it.
right and easy over It, don't you touch
a cent of any of it."

"It's right I should
grandmother intloded

have what me
for me father,
and I want it," said Freckles, "but
I'd die before I'd touch a cent of me

grandfather's money!"

are all
We have done all we can
for Freckles. His people are here. lie
needs to know them. They are very
anxious to get acquainted with him.
We'll turn him over to them and go
home. When he is well, why, then he
will be perfectly free to go to Ireland
or come to the Llmberlost, Just us be

"Now," said the angel, "we

going home.

We will go right away."
McLean bore It for a week, and then
he could stand it no longer. Communing with himself In the loug, sounriM
nights of the swamp, he hnd learn· d
to his astonishment thut for the last
year his heart hnd been circling the
Llmberlost with Freckles.
He started for Chicago, loaded with

chooses.

lag it mast be like trie Drtre, tender,
clean, rod heart of ber."
Freckles lifted tbe ruby to hi· Up·
and handed It t· McLean.

MILLETS RIOT IN COLORS.

The Artist Enraged the Critioa, but
Forced Recognition.
"Freckles, may I ask joa
Id bis early years as an artist the
thing?" he said.
bad a bard stragFreckle·. late Frank D. Millet
said
sare,"
"Why,
to gain recognition. He sent picgle
b·
would
asking
"There's Whing 70α
tare· to exhibitions, to be sure, and
that It wouldn't be firing m· Joy to
good pictures they were, but no one
be telling 70a."
paid any particular attention to tbem
McLean's eyes traveled to Freckle·'
or said anything about tbem.
was poshing
he
which
with
arm.
right
One day Millet conceived an Idea.
aboat
the Jewels
Ile painted a picture of a lady In black
a
with
Freckle·
cried
"Oh, that!"
on a bright red sofa, standing
You're wanting to sitting
merry laugh.
against a vivid yellow background.
know where all tbe bitterness Is gone?
The effect was Just a trifle startling.
Weil, sir, 'twas carried from me soul, Friends who saw It In the process of
heart and body on tbe Up· of an anproduction expostulated with blm and
gel. Seems that hurt was necessary asked blm what he was going to do
come
make
to
today
In tbe beginning
with It They were astôunded when
The wound had always been
true.
be announced that he was going to
U
It
raw, bnt tbe angel was healing
send It to the exhibition. They told
I
be
May
she doesn't care, I don't
him the critics would "wipe the floor"
asking you a question? Well, then, If with blm. "They can't do that withthis accident and all that's come to me out
mentioning me," said Millet quiet
since bad never happened, what was
ly, "and they've never even done that
me?"
with
do
to
meant
It you
as yet"
"Why, Freckles," answered McLean,
To the exhibition the picture went
"I figured on taking you to Grand
It killed everything within twenty feet
Rapids and putting you In the care of on either side of it Yoa couldn't help
my mother. I had an idea It would be looking At It It simply knocked you
best to get a private tutor to coach down and held
you there.
you for a year or two. until you were
The critics got into a towering pasor
tbe
Chicago sion over It
fit to enter Ann Arbor
They wrote whole colThen I
university lu good shape.
umns about It
They exhausted the
at
thought we'd finish In this country
English language In abusing It They
Yale or Harvard, and end with Oxford, ridiculed the committee that permitto get a good all round flavor."
ted It to bo hung. They bad squibs and
"Is that all?" usked Freckles.
gibes about It but every time they
"No; that's leaving the music out. I spoke of it they mentioned Frank Miland
voice
tested,
Intended to have your
let
He suddenly became the best
known artist in town. Somebody, because of the stir it bnd made, bought
the picture at a good price and resome-

moved It to the seclusion of his own
home.
When the next exhibition came off
Millet had another picture rendy, one
of a very différent sort and very good
but no better than others which be had
exhibited before. The critics bad much
to say about It and "noted with pleasure the marked improvement" that

big box of goldenrod, asters, fringes
gentians and crimson leaves that tb··
bad
carefully gathered foi
angel
Freckles' room, and a little, lonu
He would not ad
slender package.
mit it even to himself, but he was un

a

Mr. Millet had made, "an evidence,"
they modestly put it, "of the value
of criticism, even though severe, to a
And the majority of
young artist."
them never realized that Millet bad

able to remain longer away from
Freckles and leave him to the carc
of Lord O'More.
In a few minutes' talk, while McLean waited admission to Freckles'
room, his lordship hud genially chat
ted of Freckles' rapid recover}', of his
delight that he was unspotted by his
early surroundings and his desire to
visit the Llmberlost with Freckles be-

as

simply compelled their attention by

'ΜΕ ΜΟΤΠΚΙΙI OH, HE MOTHKH !"

prescription tablet wrote, "Terence
Maxwell O'More, Dunderry House.
County Clare, Ireland."
Before she had finished came Freca

kles' voice, "Angel, are you hurrying?"
"Yee," said the angel, "1 am. But
there is a good deal of it. I have to
put in your house and country, so that
you will feel locuted."
"Me house?" marveled Freckles·.
"Of course." said the angel. "Your
uncle says your grandmother left your
father her dower house and estate,
because she knew his father would cut
You get that, and all your
him off.
share of your grandfather's property
besides. It is all set off for you and
waiting. Lord O'More told me so. 1
suspect you are richer than McLean,

Freckles."
She closed his Angers

over

the slip

and straightened his hair.
"Now you are all right, dear Llm"You go to
berlost guard," she said.
sleep and don't think of a thing but
Just pure joy, Joy, Joy! I'll keep your
people until yon wake up."
Freckles caught her skirt aa she

turned from him.
"I'll go to sleep In five minutes," he
said, "if you will be doing Just one
thing more for me. Send for your
father.
Ob, angel, send for him

quick!"

One Instant the angel stood looking

The next a crimson
down on him.
wave darkly stained her lovely face.
Her chlu began a spasmodic quivering
and teurs sprang Into her eyes. Her
hands caught at her chest as If she
Freckles' grasp on her
were stifling.
tightened until he drew her up to and
then down beside him. He slipped his
arm

about her and drew her face to

his pillow.
"Dou't angel; for the love of mercy
don't be doing that," he Implored. "I
You
Tell me.
can't be bearing It.

must tell me."
The angel shook her head.
"That ain't fair, angel," said Freckles. "You made me tell you when it
was like tearing the heart raw from
And you was for making
me breast.
everything heaven—Just heaven and
nothing else for me. If I'm so much
more now than I was an hour ago, maybe 1 can be thinking of some way to
You will be telling me?"
fix things.
he coaxed softly, moving his cheek

against her hair.
The angel's head moved in negation.
Freckles did a moment of intent thinking.
"Maybe I can be guessing," he whis-

pered.

"Will you be

chances?"

giving

me

three

There was Just the faintest possible
assent.
"You didn't want me to be knowlnfc
me name." guessed Freckles.
The angel's head sprang from the

pillow and her tear etained face flamed
with outraged Indignation.
"Why. I did, too!" she burst out angrily.

"One gone," said Freckles calmly.
"Yon didn't want me to have relatives,
a home, and money."
"I did!".screamed the angel. "Didn't
I go myself, all alone, Into the city, and
find them when I was afraid as death?
I did too!"
"You
"Two gone," said Freckles.
didn't want the beautlfulest girl In the
world to be telling me"—
Down went the angel's face, and a
heavy sob shook her. Freckles' clasp
tightened at out her shoulders, and his

face, in Its conflicting emotions, was
study. Despite all It meant to him to

a

know at last his name and that he
τφ of honorable birth—knowledge
without which life waa an eternal diegrace and burden—the one thing that
was hammering in Freckles' heart and

^eating In his brain past

any attempted expression was the fact that,
while he mlûht really have been nameshe
leas, the nnsel bad told him that
loved him. He could flnd no word

dear!
It's no wonder I love you so.
The wonder would be if I did not. I
should like to know bow I'm ever going to make you understand bow mucb
I love you!"
fill!

«·,.

n»<l

nil

λΚλ

nonnhf

11 I

m

fΛ

her breast, and then she was gone.
Freckles lay dazed with astonishment At last his batting eyes rolled
about the room, searching for something approaching the human to

which be could appeal, and, falling ou
his mother's portrait, he set it up before him.
Me little
"For the love of life!
mother," he panted, "did you hear
that? Did you hear it? Tell me. am
I living or am I dead and all heaven
Did you hear
come true this minute'/
it? You are only a pictured face, and
of course you can't talk, but the soul
of you must be somewhere, and surely in this hour you are near enough
to be hearing. Tell me, did you hear
that? I can't ever be telling a living
soul; but, darling little mother, that
gave your life for mine, 1 can always
Every day
be talking of it to you!
we'll talk it over and try to understand the miracle of it. Tell me, are
all women like that? Were you like
If you were then
me Swamp Angel?
I'm understanding why me father followed across the oceun and went into

the fire after you."
Freckles' voice trailed off, his eye»
dropped shut, and his head rolled back
Later in the
from sheer exhaustion.
day he insisted on seeing Lord and

swamp had lost Its flavor
Freckles, and yet as I.ord O'More
talked McLean fervently wished thut
be was in the heart of it.
Ail tue tau auu sunuurii πικι uwu
washed from Freckles' face In sweats
It was a smooch, even
of atony.
white, its brown rift showing; but
faintly. What the nurses and ljidy
O'More had done to Freckles' hair
McLean could not guess, but it wr.:;
the most beautiful that be had ever
Fine as floss, brijrht In color,
seen.
waving and criep, It fell about the
white face.
They had got his arms into anrt

his chest covered with η finely embroidered pale blue silk shirt, with
Among
soft white tie at the throat.
the many changes that had takeu place
during h Li absence, the fact that Freckles was most attractive and barely
escaped being handsome remained almost unnoticed by the boss, so great
his astonishment at seeing both
cuffs turned back and the right arm
Freckles was using the
In view.
maimed arm that heretofore he had alwas

ways hidden.

"Oh, Lord, sir, but I'm glad to Bet
you!" burst out Freckles, almost rolling
from the bod as he reached for him.
"I'm picking the angel's ring stone
that me Aunt Alice ordered.

says.
is in It.

It's an

color, Lord O'Morp
Every color of the old swamp

emerald-Just

mo

angel

to have a little
shamrock leaf cut on It, so every time
1 saw It I'd be thinking of the love,
I asked

was
Lady O'More. but he fainted before truth, and valor of that song she
Ain't that α beautiful
the look of his own face on that of teaching me.

song?"
another man.
Freckles tilted about a tray of unset
The next morning the man of affaire, with η heart filled with misgiv- trtones that would have ransomed sevings, undertook the interview on eral valuable kings.
His fears
"1 tell you I'm glad to see you. sir,"
which Freckles insisted.
Freckles was he said. "I tried to tell me uncle wbat
were without cause.
I wanted, but this ain't for him to be
the soul of honor and simplicity.
"Have they been telling you what's mixed up In, anyway, and I don't think
be telling
come to me?" he asked without even I made it clear to him. I can
you, sir. I told him that I would pay
waiting for a greeting.
"Yes," said the angel's father.
only |300 for the angel's stone. I'm
"Do you think you have the very thinking thut with what he has laid
worst of it clear to your understand- np for me, and the bigness of thin^
that the angel did for me, that seems
ing?"
Under Freckles' earnest eyes the like α stingy little sum to him. I know
man of affairs answered soberly, "I
he thinks I onfcht to be giving a lot
he
think I have, Mr. O'More."
more, but I feel as if I Just had to
first time Freckles
beard his name from the lips of another man. One second he lay overcome, the next great tears filled his
hand.
eyes, and he reached out his
Ihen tb
angel's father understood,
and tie clasped that hand and held it
In a strong, firm grasp.
"Terence, my boy." he said, "let me
do the talking. I came in here with
That

was

the

the understanding that you wanted to
ask me for my only child. I should
like, at the proper time, to regard her
marriage, If she has found the man
she desires to marry, not as losing all

1 can
[ have, but as gaining
depend on to love as a son and to take
charge of my affairs for her when I
retire from business. Bend all of yout
toward rapid recovery, and
a man

energies

from this hour understand that my
daughter and my home are yours."
"You're not forgetting this?"
Freckles lifted his right arm.
"Terence, I'm sorrier than I have
words to express about thut," said the
"But If it's up to me
man of affairs.
to choose whether I give all 1 have
left In this world to a man with a
hand off Ills body or to one of these

gambling, tippling.

Immoral

spend-

thrifts of today. v.itb both hands and
feet off their souls and a rotten spot
in the core, I choose you, nnd It seems
that my daughter does the same. Put
what la left you of that right arm to

the best use» you can In this world,
and never airain mention or feel that
It is defective as long as you live.
Qood day. sir!"
"One minute more," said Freckles.

"Yesterday the angel

was

telling

me

that there was money coming to me
from two sources. She said that me
grandmother had left me father all of
her fortune and her house because she
knew that his father would be cutting
him off, and that me uncle had also

With which to begin to voice the rapwould be me
But If set aside for me what
ture of his heart over that
father's interest in his father's estate.
*he regretted It, If It had been a thing
"Whatever the 1001 Is that me
«lune out of her pity for UP βΟΒ4Η)Φ

buying that stone with money I earned
meself, and that is all I have saved of
I don't mind paying for
me wages.
the muff, or the dressing table, or Mrs.
Duncan's things, from this other money, nnd later the angel can have every
last cent of me grandmother's, If she'll
take it. but Just now—oh, sir, can't you
see that I hnve to be buying this stone
with what I have in the bunk?"
"In other words, Freckles," said the

boss, "you don't want to buy the angel's ring with money. You want to
give for it your first awful fear of

the swamp. You want to pay for It
with the loneliness and heart hunger
last
you have suffered there, with
winter's freezing on the line and this
You
summer's burning In the sun.
of that stone to be
want the

prk-e

the fears that have chilled your heart
—the sweat and blood of your body."

Freckles' face quivered with feeling.
"Dear Mr. McLean," he said, reaching up with a caress over the boss'
black hair and along his cheek. "Dear
boss, that's why I've wanted you so.
Now you
I knew you would know.
will be looking at these? I don't want
emeralds, because that's what she gave
me."

Freckles heaped the pearls with the
emeralds. He studied the diamond*
the
a long time. The diamonds Joined
emeralds and pearls. There was left
a little red heap, and Freckles' fingers
touched It with a new tenderness.
"I'm thinking here's me angel's
stone," he exalted. "The Llmberlost,
and me with It, grew In mine, bnt
it's going to bloom, and her with It,
In this! There'· the red of the wild
poppies, the cardinal flower· and the
little bunch of crushed foxfire that we
found where she put it to lave me.
There's the light of the camp Are
and the sun setting over Sleepy
Snake creek. There's the red of the

a

clever trick.

HE angel's tear stained face
flashed luto dazzling beauty.
"Oh, Freckles, forgive me!"
she crleù. "I've been through
fore they sailed. He said they were
so much that I'm scarcely myself or 1
to do all they could to help
anxious
wouldn't be here bothering you when
bind Freckles' arrangements with the
you should be sleeping. Of course you
as both he and Lady O'More
couldn't ïou're too good a knight to 'angel,
her 04 the most promising
remember a thing like that. Of course regarded
knew and one that could be
they
girl
rememyou are! And when you don't
fully fitted to fill the high position in
ber, why, then It's the same as if it
Freckles would place her.
which
never happeued.
Ob, Freckles, I'm so
Every word he uttered was pungent
of
dear
It's
I'm
so
you
happy!
glad!
The
bitterness to McLean.
with
to not remember, Freckles; perfectly
without

away out in the suburbs on the top
floor of a little wooden house, amoug a
lot of factories, and It kept getting
colder, with less to eat. Then the man
got desperate, and he went out to jusi
ilnd something to eat; and the woman
She got up, lefi
was desperate, too.
the old womau to take care of her baby
hud weut into the city to sing for some
The womau got so cold she
money.
put the baby lu bed and went home.

Theu a boiler blew up In a factory
beside the little house aud set It on tire.
Λ piece of Iron was pitched across the
little house aud broke through the roof.
It came down smash, and cut just one
It
little hand off the poor baby.
screamed and screamed, and the Ore

an-

left rnc father, liecause
she loved him nnd wanted him to bo
having it that I'll be taking. 'Twaa
hers from her father, and she had the
right to be giving it as «he chose. Anything from the man that knowingly
left me father and me mother to go
cold and hungry and into the fire in

grandmother

TUNIS DIVORCE COURT.
Oriental Scono That 8maeka of
"The Arabian Nights."
The next time you happen to be In
Tunis don't fall to pay α visit to the
An

divorce court. It is the most Ilarounal-Itaschldlc institution this side of
Samarkand. A great hall of Justice,
vaulted uud floored with marble and
strewn with eastern carpets, forms tho
setting, while husbands In turbans and
lawyers In tarbooshes, white veiled
"DUB Β ces, PSA Β

ING

ΡΑΤΠΕίί,

THAT"'

and green robed, gruy bearded
a scene which mifht
bave beeu taken straight from "The
Arabian Nights."
The women, closely veiled anil hooded and herded like so many cattle
within an iron grill, take no part In
women

DON'T ΒΒ DO-

Judges complete

If you really were endowed for a
career ββ α great musician, and bad

Inclinations that way, I wished to hare
you drop some of the college work
and make music your chief study.
Finally, I wanted us to take a trip
over Europe and clear around the

circle together."
"And then what?" queried Freckles
breathlessly.
"Why, then," said McLean, "you
know that my heart Is hopelessly In
the woods. I will never quit the tfm-

ber business while there Is timber to
1
handle and breath in my body.
thought if you dlun't o.ane α p. ores·
slon of music, aud had nny Inclination
my way, we would stretch the partnerone more and ta ko you into the

ship
firm, placing your work w.th tue."

Freckles lifted anxious and eager
eyes to McLean.
"You told me once on the trull» and
again when we thought I was dying,
that yon loved me. Do these things
that have come lo me make nny dif-

ference in any way with your fueling
toward me?"
"Nothing
"None." said McLean.
could make me love you more, and you
will never do anything that will make
love you lees."
burst out
be to God!"
Freckle*. "When I'm educated enough,
we'll all—the angel and her father,
the Bird Woman, you, and me—will

the proceedings which so intimately
affect their futures, their Interests being left In the bands of a voluble and
gesticulât!ve avocat. In each of the
four sides of tho great hall Is an alcove, ami In each alcove, seated cross
legged on a many cushioned divan, la
To
■ green robed, gold turbaned cadi.
him the husband states his case, tho
wife, through her avocat putting In
her defeuse—If she has any.
considers the facts In siThe

Judge

lence, gravely stroking his long gray
beard the while, and then delivers bis
decision—in nine cases out of ten, so
I was told, in favor of the husband.
Should either party be dlssatislied with
the finding he or sho can take an appeal by the simple process of walking

the hall and laying their caso
before oue of tho other Judges, whoso
decision Is final.
À case, even if appealed, is generalof well under an hour and
across

ly disposed

at a total cost of

Magazine.

UNCONSCIOUS COUNTING.

me

"Glory

me
go together and soe me house nnd
relations and be taking that trip.
When we get back, we'll add O'More
to the lumber company, and golly, sir,
Good
but we'll make things hum!
land, sir! Don't do that! Why. Mr.
McLean, dear boss, dear father, don't

be doing that!

What la It'/"

"Nothing, nothing!" boomed McLean's deep bass: "nothing at all!"
He abruptly turned away and harried to the window.
"This is η mighty fine view," he
said.

'Til be glad to eeo Ireland," said
Freckles, "but I ain't ever staying
long. All me heart is the angel's, and
the Llmberlost Is calling every minute.
"Me heart's all me Swamp Angel's,
and me love is all hers, and I have her
aud the swamp so confused in me mind
I never can be separating them. When
I look at her, I see blue sky. the sun
rifting through the leaves and pink and
red flower*, nnd when I look at the
Llmberlost I see a pink face with blue
It's
eyes, gold hair, and red lips, and.
the truth, sir, they're mixed till they're
to me!
"I'm afmld It will be hurting some,
but I have the feeling that I can be
making my dear people understand,
to that they will be willing to let me
Send Lady O'More
come back home.
to put these flowers God made in the

one

$1.20.—Metropolitan

Train th· Mind to Number Grouped
Objocta at a Glance.
It bas always formed u part of tbo
fcrofessional conjuror's education to acquire the power of making Instant
mental note of many objects. A German advocate of tbe theory tbat every

one should cultivate uome similar system of counting has suggested tbat tbo
ability of most persons of distinguishing from three to Ave objects at α
glunco may be so perfected tbat tbe
mind will find It possible to take note
of at least thirty articles In the same
length of time. This authority. Preyer,
has declared that he can count thirty
objects of tbe same kind as easily as
other persons can count three or four.
Apnrt from such usefulness as this

power may impart, tbe method of teiichlng it Is of interest. Tbe
test of one's ability in counting Is easily mnde by placing several small objects. such as pins or coins, under a
sheet of paper und then lifting tbe paper so that oue may glance at tbe articles and give an immediate guess as

acquired

to their number.
At first tbe eye finds It possible to
distinguish only three or four objects,
but practice eoon enables tbe experimenter to manage any under ten with
facility. Above that number the proc-

becomes more difficult Conscious
counting is not permitted. The articles must be merely "valued."
To perfect oneself in this practice
black spots, forming various geometriplace of these glasshouse ileganclcs, cal figures, may be made upon squares
nnd please be cutting the string of this of white cardboard, tbe number being
little package the angel's sent roe."
gradually increased and tbe positions
As Freckles held up the package, the altered.
It Is said that tbe sensation of a
lights of the Llmberlost flashed In the
emerald on his finger. On the cover person practiced in unconscious count
"To the Llmberlost ing when looking attentively at largo
was
printed:
Guard!" Under it was a big, crisp, numbers of objecta la tbat their number "shoots rapidly through the bead."
Iridescent black feather.
—Philadelphia Record.
TU* K5D.
Too Smooth.
"I won't play poker with that fellow
smooth.
my more. He's entirely too
He bobbed op last night with four

ices."

"What's wrong about thatf*
"I had dealt him four queens."—Lou

Isvllle Courier-Journal

His Changed Fortune,

A Real Friend

*

—

Leslie's

"Brown volunteered to land ma some

money."

A Tight Fit.
"How do you like the rooms In yoar
new fiat?" asked BUI Brown.
"Pretty fair," answered Jim Jones.

"What do you mean by pretty falrr
"Well, they're a little tight across
the shoulders, but otherwise seem (o be
■

There went Smithklns In
"Wowt
Un new six. When I knew him a few
rears ago he bad a Junk shop."
"He still has. only be moved It to a
fashionable street, kept the aama stock

md labeled U 'Antiques.'
Weekly.

ess

good St"—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Irony of Fate.
"Did your husband have luck on his

•hooting trip?"

Πβ accidents I ly
"Tbe very worst
shot tbe friend wbo was going to take
us on en automobile tour and mlased
tbe man to wbom be owed a tot of
tooney."—Baltimore American.

Security.

"Did you lend tbat forgetful friend of
yours the book he asked forT"
"Tes, bit I took care to borrow bis

blood we were willing to give for
"Did y on take ttr
each other. It's like her lip· and like
"Να That sort of friendship ts too jmbrella tbe
the drops that dried on her beauti- good to Ιοοβί"—Detroit Free Press.
Hta*.
ful arm that flat 4a/, and I'm Hûfik·;

same

day."-Washington

ESTABLISHED 19».

ITHE OXFORD

BEARS.

DitMMi

WMt Parts.

Bethel.

J. Madison Cbeeley of ▲abarn vu Ιο
town a few dsys thl· week.
Mr. Cbeilej
wu a former resident here and now Uvea
with bit ion. He U 84 years old and ta
in good health.
ISeCBO TUESDAYS.
Miaa Vera Oonld of Free port haa been
the gneat of her grandparenta, Mr. and
Mra. Ο. K. Walte.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, J ULY 23, 1912.
J. ▲. Rawaon and T. S. Brtdgham
Work baa been η on the new hotel. Rfv. I. S. Maodoff. Mise MaoduS re- hive been in Portland and Boston for a
rim BaptlM Church, Brr. Q. W. T. Htll.pasATWOOD A FORBES. tor. fn-achlng erery SoikUj at 10:45 a. m. The remainder of the old hotel ia being turned with them and will spend a few few daja.
Sunday School al 12. Sabbaw evening aervlce demolished to
Mr. and Mra. P. M. Lamb bave been
Editor» and Proprietor*.
give room for the new daj· with friends her· befort going to
at : :3t>.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
her home In Claremont, Ν. H., for her earn ping at Bear Pond at Camp Qile.
covenant Meeting the but Friday before
7 JO.
A. E. FOKBgS.
U KO MUX U. ATWOOD.
All
There were no services in the Baptist
the tat S and* y of the month at 3 JO r. *.
baa a new Maxwell car. ▼acatlon.
not otherwise connecte»! are oonlUlJy Invited.
Superintendent of Sehool·, Mr. Knight oburob Sunday.
Dr. R. R. Tibbett· la away for a two
ΤMM· —$1-30 a year If paid strictly In advaace.
Mra. C. 8. Child· returned from a
and family, and Mr. and Mr*. Nelson I.
A large picnic party from Hebron, week·' vacation.
Otherwise fri.oô a year. Single copie* 4 oeau
M re. Valentine· Mixer of South Paris were guests of Dr. three weeka' visit with her brother, W.
which
evening
of
Wedneeday
the
of
people
younger
ADVUTieraUT·: —All legal advertisements most;
C. Spanlding of Cariboo. Mr. 8panlding
and Mrs. Wheeler on Tuesday.
a hayrack, were at the Hill claaa of glrla, (the Wobelo
are riven three consecutive Insertions for $1 30 came* in
Dorothy, the little daughter of Mr. accompanied her home.
Ice cream and cake opon Judge Her
per loch ta length of column. Special con
Tuesday.
F. B. Djer and A. F. Warren were In
ncu m a·le with local, transient and yearly
and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell, underwent an
The Muse* Elizabeth and Kmma Dick- rick's lawn. The lawn waa *>righUy
advertiser·.
and a operation for appeodloltis at the Central Soatb Parla Tueaday.
erson of Chicago, are guests of Mist lighted with Chinese lantern·,
Jo· Paumso —Sew type, faat presses, electric
Cyrus Cole of Boaton baa been with
large number partook of the dellclou· Maine General Hospital Saturday. Dr. relatives
Olivia 8 P. Stoke·.
here for a few days.
power. expertence<l workmen anil low price·
Wheeler, also Dr. Atwood of Buokfield,
Rev. Jeeae Bill, D. D., of Portland, ice cream and cake.
combine to make this department of oar bual„»,♦«,
Miaa Sadie Spanlding returned from a
Mra. Ad el mar Edward· and daughter went to Lewiston to be with her during
neaa complete and popular.
and Mra. Hill, were guesta of Mr. and
three weeka* visit with friends In Portwill the operation.
Mr·. Roger· and Mr. and Mra. Staplee at bave viaited Bethel relative· and
Mi us Mabel Bicker Is the guest of Mrs. land Monday.
make a trip through the White MouneneLE COPIES.
the Hubbard Houae last week.
Misa Mollie Cole baa been with rela·
P. J. Miles at Gorham.
Single copie· of Thk Dxmockat are tear cents
Mr·. Loren B. Merrill, who has been tain region by automobile.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Wirt McKenney of Boston and Miss tivea in Portland for a week.
The paator of the Unlveraallat church,
thie time
i«
at
111,
improving
seriously
of
the publisher· or for the convenience
patrons
Mer- Rev. J. H. Little, ia apendlng hi· vaca- Madge L. Tuell of Walpole, Mass., are
North Paris.
■Ingle copie· of each l»eue have been placed on and is able to sit up a little. Mrs.
tion with hi· family at their cottage at the gueeta of relative· and friends here.
•ale at the following place· In the County :
ill<i· under the care of a trained nurse.
and family with friends
Graves
David
has
returned
home
after
W.
Dunham
eervice·
S.
no
be
will
Store.
there
wart's
and
Ho
arSouth Parte,
Drug
Preeport,
The Pennsylvania automobile party
Shurtleff*· Drug Store.
an absence of several weeks with rela- are atopping at tbeir cottage.
rived at Klrohurst last week, where tbey in the church until September.
Store.
Drug
Noyea
Norway.
A family from Masaachuaetta will aoon
Miss Alice Maeon has spent the past tives in Massachusetts and Vermont.
The
are to remain until September.
Stone's Drug Store.
Mr. and Mra. Alton Packard of Lisbon occupy the Abner Benson house for the
in Boston and vicinity.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
party ia made up of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. week
Poet
Offlce.
Mrs
Harlow.
aummer.
Pari· Hilt.
Miss L. M. Stearns is with her slater, Palla are the gaesta of relativea in thia
L. Craig, Albert, Joseph and George
Samuel T. White.
Wen Pari·,
A. B. Abbott la now able to be out
In Maisachusetts.
vicinity.
Craig and Miss Sarah Craig, Mies Emma Mrs. Colby,
L. H. Penley bas a new Ford touring and do light chorea.
The funeral of Mr. J. B. Chapman
Burchtield, Miss Mary Burohfield and
Mr. Brown and eon, who have been
took place laat Monday at hla late reei car.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mrs. Elirabeth Moore.
Mrs. L. M. Mann la apending a few quite poorly, are now better.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Shaw of Au- dence on Church Street.
Mra. Ida M. Brown and daughters
Mr J V. Holt and family returned to days at Romford Palla.
Seal Estate for Sale.
burn were at Paris Bill over Sunday.
Levi Shedd has been very ill for bave been at ber parents' home for a
Timely Suggestion!·.
Mrs. Newton Cummings is visiting her Andover, Mas·., Monday, July 22.
of
Investment
A Safe
your Money.
few day·, and are now in their oamp
Mr·. E. C. Park la entertaining her several day·.
mother at New Vineyard.
Z. L. Merchant A Co.»
Carl Hay··, accompanied by Dr. Pack- near by.
A Clean Sweep.
Mrs. Perry Johnson spent several days brother, Prank Stearns, and daughter,
tiuard the Family Health.
ard of Locke'· Mill·, went to Portland
George"Glbba has put bim up anew
from Shawnee, Oklahoma.
in Portland last week.
New Colored Local View Poat Cards.
at noon thla Saturday, Priday for an operation upon bis throat. barn.
closes
two
hotel
The
and
Brooks
Stearns
Mra.
Ruth
Kor Sale.
H. D. McAlister and family are enjoyMr·. Dudley haa moved into her house
Probate Notice·children of Bridgeport, Conn., are guests and the traveling public *lU.and the
of Renie ing their new auto.
J Notice· of Appointment.
The
an attractive place where they on Maple Street.
family
Inn
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Brooks'
Mm.
Maple
of
parents,
Bankruptcy Petition for Discharge.
will be sure of a good table and flrat claaa Higgins have also moved Into her house.
Austin P. Stearns.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Mrs. Sara Curtis, who has been ill at
Mies Gertrude Case entertained a party service.
W. H. Brown ia on the sick liât.
the home of her daughter, Mrs. P. S.
of ten of her young friend· at her home
Mra. Winxlow of 8outh Paris visited
MIDDLB INTERVAL·.
at Portland, aince last February,
Brigge,
Saturday afternoon.
H. O. McAlister, rehome.
It ia in sadness that we received newa haa returned
Mr. and Mra. bar slater, Mrs.
Mr·. Clayton K. Brook· and Mies Barcently.
our only aunt, Mra.
of
death
of
the
came
with
her
and
have
been
Brigg·
bara Brooks visited relatives in Dixtield
Misa Ida Webb haa returned from
Martha D. Wright, nee Packard, of R«- ■pending the week.
several days last week.
South Paris, where she haa been visiting
FOB PRESIDENT,
her daughters there
of
One
Mass.
and
Mr.
Mr·.
L.
M.
Iriah
and
bury,
is
a
daughter
of
Loui·
St.
Mias "Debbie" Case
sent us the following word·:
Elizabeth of Buokfield were the week- for a week or two.
guest at Charles L. Case'·. Miss Case
Mrs. Samuel Este· and. Miss Helen
end gaeata of frienda in town.
was formerly a summer resident here,
visited at Roscoe Tracy's reMra.
▲.
D.
and
son Dale have Doughty
Swift
to
who
are
friends
has
and
glad
many
Of Ohio.
10. I know you will sorrow with me at her loss.
gone to Portland to spend the summer. cently.
Your heart broken cousin,
see her again.
Mr. and Mra. Will Cuabman and two
^ Beta."
Mrs. Winnie Uarwood Phillips, who
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House
Greenwood a few days
FOB VICE PRESIDENT,
has been receiving treatment In a hos- children went to
Line· to Cousin Abble:
include Joeian Monroe, Philadelphie;
ago to attend the funeral of her uncle,
pital, was a guest at Boscoe Tuell's a Mr. Woodis. Mrs. Cushman and children
Beautiful even In Death's embrace
Miss Margaret Briggs, Pittsburg; Miss
As I beheld her lovely face
day or two last week.
Kmma Young, Sonth Waterford; Elizashort visit.
We watched her slowly pass away
Mrs. J. H. Moody, Mrs. C. L. Ridlon remained for a
beth R. Dickerson and Emma Dickerson,
Of New York.
To her bright home of endless day.
Mies Ora B. Field has gone to Auburn
and Miss Ethel Howe were in Sonth
Chicago; Dr. and Mrs. Jesse Hill, Portto work.
Paris and Norway Wednesday.
A broken hearted daughter now
land; C. C. Bildebrand, Detroit; Charles
To God's behest must meekly bow,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Emertonof Auburn
FOR INITED STATES SENATOR,
Perham, Boston.
Her face and voice, so sweet to me,
Maine News Notée.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
I hope In Heaven again to see.
The committees in charge of the BapEDWIN C. BURLEIGH,
Penley a few day· laat week. Mrs.
tist fair which is to be held August 21st
nearseems
now
to
me
Heaven
very
Of Augusta.
Clara Ridlon returned with them in
are a* follows:
Γ1Ι watch and wait without a fear,
The gypaiea are on their annual tour
their auto, and will go from there to
For she Is beck'nlng there to me.
Fancy Table—Mr·. Mira Snow, Mrs. Emma
and as usual, are taking about
Benton to visit in the family of F. S. of Maine,
Mrs. licite Merrill, Mrs. Helen Hill.
Where free from pain 1 too will beCummin#*.
FOR GOVEBNOB,
everything that isn't nailed down.
Apron Table—Mrs. Kate Hammond, Mrs. Lots
Scott.
Shaw. Mrs. Sadie Howe.
West Bethel.
Mrs. Dora Jackson is visiting frienda
Portland's new oity hall, some years in
WILLIAM T. HAINES,
Ice Croam—Mr. ami Mr*. Walter Twltchell,
at Milton.
Mr an<l Mr» Frank Hammond, Mra. A va Cur- <'Vh« Lord's eternal altars are the hills,
building and now practically completed,
Of WaterviUe.
Vn<l now that gol·'en hearted euœnicr
tis, M re. Wllma Stearns
Miss
Alice
and
Welcome
friend
and
will be dedicated on the 22d of August.
rejgiie»
Candy Table—Mrs. Abble Abbott, Mrs. Rose They rise above the billowy league· ofplaln·
Arthur Welcome of Waltham, Mass., ar- Judge Joseph W. Sytnonds will deliver
Kreeh with the quickening dew that dawn
Sw»n. Mrs. Ma j '«haw.
at W. W. Dunham's last week. the oration.
rived
Mrs.
Fruit—Mrs.
distills."
and
Food
Curtis,
Georgia
For State Auditor,
Julia Shaw. Mis. Cynthia Fomeroy.
Miss Welcome's friend baa returned, but
ΤΙΜΟΤΠΥ F. CALLAHAN, of Lewiatoi
Rev. A. M. Bradley of Hinsdale, Ν. H.,
Coffee Table—Mrs. Gertrude Hammond, Mrs.
'•I know that right Is right,
the others will remain for aeveral weeka.
Ε na Cumuitnge.
That It 1* not good to lie.
has been chosed by the trustees of the
For Representative to Congre··,
Mystery Tree—Misa Susie Chase, Miss Annie
That love Is better than spite,
Maine Universaliat Convention as secreOreenwood.
And a neighbor than a spy.
WILLIAM B. SKELTON, of Lewietot Farrls.
I hlldren's Table—Mrs. CUntle Shaw, Abble
And thus It 1* through life we go,
tary of the convention and superintendGertrude Brooks, Lots Caitls, Myra
Bryant,
Id paths of pleasure, prlef sua woe;
•
ent of churches, to succeed Rev. Hervey
For State Senator,
Well, we live In a wondrous age,
Brldgham.
And
some
will
tlnd
all,
It
so.
day,
And 'go ahead' Is all the rage;
H. Hoyt of Hiram, who has been elected
of Norwa:
ALBERT J. STEARNS,
Mrs. Jirvis L. Carter and daughters
No place but what by magic wire
aome
one
or
So says
|(
something similar, president of Westbrook Seminary. Mr.
It just as aijfc u though twert *ightt.
bave kindly consented to arrange for an
For County Attorney,
and we have found It true thua far in Bradley is a man about fifty years ol
entertainment for the evening, a prolife, and hardly expect to find it mucb age. He will probably locate either in
of Buckfiek
FREDERICK K. DYER,
Dog days begin next Thursday.
gram of which will be given later. The
different the reat of the way.
Portland or Waterville.
aeason.
small
for
the
la
Corn
very
Fur Judge of Probate,
committee· will be very grateful for all
It was a real pleaaure to hear the raie
The daya are faat growing ahorter.
Rev. Paul Harria Drake, formerly of
of Betbe I help any one may feel disposed to give.
down the other night, and again
ADDISON E. BERRICK,
pouring
Cherriea and blueberries are ripening. a
cburoh in Beverly, Mass., where
or two later, thua giving new life the
day
For Register of Probate,
Good weather for working on meadows. to the
his sum*
Bryant's Pood.
after a month or more ol President Taft attended during
crop·
A bountiful bay crop la being bar
of Parii >
mer vaoatlona, and who was diamlssed
ALBERT D. PARK,
Frank Bathorn has moved from the
drought.
Seoond Parish Unitarian cburcb
Jobn A. Titus farm to Locke'· Mill· and
And now for a glance at a
o! from the
For Sheriff,
Brigga and Lyle Cox were in grief: William Woodle hadspecimen al of Saco because of bis Socialistic utterC. L. Heath bas taken his place at the
nearly
1
J. MELVIN BARTLETT, of Stonehan meat market.
Gilead village Thuraday.
locate
lived in town, a man we had ances In the pulpit, baa decided to
Rolfe Brothers keep the novelty lathes way·
Jobo Lindley of Melrose, Mass arrivFor County Commissioner,
known from early boyhood; and only ι in Portland. He will begin bis dutiec
machines
a
running.
ed in town last week and will stay a few and dowel
few week· ago be and bia wife wen I there Immediately, where he will start
WELLINGTON H. EASTMAN,
Miss Violet Morrill la visiting her
democratic and
weeks with bis mother, Mrs. A. M.
here, apent a part of the afternoon anc People's cburcb, purely
of Sumne
in
Auburn.
Harlan
Mrs.
Bean
in
nature.
sister,
Cash.
took aupper with us. They seemed t< ! frankly Sooialiatic
Amos K. Scribner of Gorbam, N. HFor County Treasurer,
Miss Myrtle A. Bacon of Boston will
be getting along well together, and hi
Β. Donning of Brunswick bat
Henry
vli
In
this
friends
and
relatives
viaited
with
her
brother,
of Pari
was well Informed on the eventa of tbi
spend tbe summer
GEORGE M. AT WOOD,
in bis poiseeeion a very interesting piece
Is a laze last week.
Miss
Bacon
Ralph M. Bacon.
more was heard of bin
of Continental currency, it being a fi
Kit Representative· to the Legislature, teacher in the Locke Grammar School at
A night watchman is now employed day. Nothing
until a few days ago, when the newi
leaned by authority of the Conti
of Rnmfon i Arlington Belgbts.
by Rolfe Brothers In their mill, and th« namo fhaf ha atarfraH in ολ ιαμαμΚαβκ bill,
Walter G. Morse,
nental Congress in 1776. It bears on iti
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work
have
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of
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carpenters
with hi· team and was found dead an( face the word· "Seven Dollar?. Thii
George L. Wilder,
Miss Stella Allen of Cumberland u
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a
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cottage boute lor Dana O.
to a limb of a tree by th<
of Pari
Alton C. Wheeler,
bill entitles the bearer to receive sever
done working for H. P. Dennieon, anc suspended
Dudley.
which he took from hi· wagon Spanish milled dollars or the value
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of Canto 1
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this
Allen
of
Otis M. Richardsoo,
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L.
Mies
village
The Grt-at Northwestern Telegraph
funeral
The
occurred
hi·
at
home tw< thereof in gold or silver." The bill is th<
of Browofieli 1 Co. are seUing now poles on their line taken ber place in the Dennieon ator<
Almon F. Johnson,
of Mra. Ruth T. Miliiken ol
days later and he waa buried in thi
and poet office.
of Bet he I through this section. They employ a
Ernest C. Bowler,
at the Center.
Mr. Woodii
cemetery
aco, and was received by one of ber an
died
A.
early
Mondaj
Murphy
George
crew of ten men and are putting in addiwae twice married, hie first wife bavinf cestors in
of Mexic
Nathan G. Foster,
payment of bis services in the
morning at bis home In this village aftei died more than
tional wires.
twenty year· ago, leavini Continental Army.
Mrs Dollie Carroll of Franklin, Mass., a short illness, and the funeral was heic four little children, one son and thr«
in the Union church Wednesday after
"I bave do apologiea to make. I al
is visiting friends here.
Here and There.
daughters. A year or two later he mar
was take my medicine when I have to,1
Alton Bacon is shipping the pine lum noon, Rev. Mr. Beemaa officiating. Mr· ried again, but left
a widow ti
only
hi
and
died
several
years ago,
said Charles W. Morse at a dinner givet
ber that was sawed here last winter. Murphy
mourn bis sad and
untimely death him
A largely attended meeting of the Rt
There is nearly half a million feet and kept a hired housekeeper who cared foi Suicide is
by fifty Bath men, friends anc
on the increase
publican State Committee and intereatei * Harry Howe has taken the contract to him during his sickness. He is survivec and what isalarmingly
former business associates,
Monda]
the cause of it?
two
brothers
sisters
a
four
and
part es was held at Augusta Thursday t
eon,
load it on the care at the Dearborn by
In regard to the burning of Cam] night. The only reference to his ira
I
make plans for the coming campaign
Morse
was ii
made
by Mr.
Spool Co.'e siding.
East Sumner.
Christopher last week, we were notiflo* prisonment
It was decided that the speaking cam
from a letter be wrote to Attor
reading
before
am
long
daylight
by telephone,
From a piece of land containing abou'
Dick vale.
palgo should begin Aug. 5. There wa »
ne; General Wickeraham when petition*
one man from here, accompanied by ι
a great deal of enthusiasm manifested ♦
were being circulated for his pardon. Hi 1
Child is helping hie uncle, Ε five square rods, Herbert Harlow sole
Haydcn
hurried
over to find the cam]
neighbor,
and the outcome of the campaign in put
131 value in strawberriea. One acre a<
G Child, through haying.
burned down, and several mei said he had written: "I am confined foi
already
an
end
to
the
A
smal
Democratic
admiuii
would
this
rate
ting
yield $2,192.
an act which I would be proud to have
Dwight Oldham, little son of Mr·.
there, including Mr. Weat, bringini
tration is anticipated with confidence
Juaie Oldham, haa the German measles farm well tilled is often more profitable water from the
any of my sons do."
to keep the fire ii
pond
a large farm tilled by hired help
than
Mrs. Will Child, who haa been in poor
subjection, since being very dry it ha<
The town of Fozcroft will be 100 yean 1
wbc
know
of
a
We
party
personally
ia
on
for
health
some time,
the gain.
began to spread. Speaking of the origii old Aug. 31, and the townspeople an 1
A waiter In a New York restaurant i
Idella Wyman of Weld is spending a years ago carried on a farm of some 30( of the fire Mr. West called it a
mystery making plans for a big celebration Au
•aid to be worth 960,000. It i· explained r few
weeks witb ber grandparents, Mr. acres and was obliged to hire much help but
acknowledged that be smoked, wbicl gust 30 and 31. Nothing definite hai
and now since be cut his farm down U
however, that he did not make it al and Mrs. J. C. Wyman.
in our bumble opinion telle the wboli been settled upon, but the program ai
from tip·. Eighteen thousand of It cam *
Arthur Child lost his driving horse some 30 acres, be saves more money an
story. "Behold, how great a matter i talked will include a banquet and literar]
from a stock deal.
Dually than when trying to operate ι little
recently.
fire kindletb," says St. James, am I exercise*, probably at the campground
Mrs. Esther Gordon was in Lewiston large area. Farms are few that will paj it is all
true, especially in a dry time.
Friday evening, Aug. 30tb, with a bif
a living profit if all the work done is bj
"Why the burden of the summe r the past week.
Another
thunder shower Friday morn celebration the following day. Satur
Mrs. Viola Child, who has been spend- hired help at present prices and shortei
coat?" asks the Boston Heraid in ai >
and
the
ing,
crop· are growing finely day's program will include a big tradei
editorial heading. And then it immedi ing a few weeks with ber daughter, Mrs. days labor.
and
historical
and military parade
Station agent F. W. Palmer is visiting including potato bugs.
ately proceeds to answer its own ques Enos Parnum of Milton, has returned in Massachusetts
pageant, base ball, traok and watei
a few days.
North Waterford.
tion by saying that it is because mei t home. Her granddaughter, Miss Cassie
an
sports,
antiquarian exhibition, and o:
The new minister, Rev. J. N. Atwood
don't dare to drop the burden.
Farnum, came with ber for a visit to
Daniel Lebroke has returned fron ι course a flying maohlne. The town o:
and his wife, are now occupying the
relatives.
Lovell after a few weeks' stay with bii ι Dover has been asked to join in the cele
Mrs. Ida Putnam, who has been visit- parsonage.
hration.
And while men are smothered in die
Rev. L M. Robinson has returned daughter.
ber son, Bernard Putnam, returned
ing
Jess Littlefieid and family are moving
comfort In the heat because of the ap
from a trip to Mootrea! and Quebec, and
to Canton Monday.
the
into
new
up stairs rent in Parli
pearance they would present in a mon
Ralph Putnam has gone to Turner to is now at the old homestead for a fen Paige's house. They have a very nlci 0. A. R. Excursion to California,
comfortable coatume, there comes thi
his brother, L. C. Putnam, through days before returning to Philadelphia.
The veterans of the Civil War art
help
little
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announcement of a new style of costumi
; baying.
Over forty from here attended the frei planning for their annual National EnHebron.
now being devised by the arbiters
ο
Mrs. Olive Bisbee of DixQeld has recampment, which is to be held this year
dance at Albany Saturday night.
fashion for women in Paris, which Is a 1 turned home after a
S. P. Stearns of South Paris and bit
in Los Angeles, Cal., during the week
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a skirt to look.
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Master Russell Wbittier of Springfield,
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Mrs. Prank Coffin remains very sick.
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here
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Mrs.
to
them
there
covering thing·
visiting
the state, with the hope that more than
Seth Ames.
An instance of the fact that the sacred
Henry Davenport.
usual interest will be aroased, and that
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Furgerson of Fram- Scribner's sister, Mrs. W. E. Sargent.
Grover Keene ia working for Fred
ne«a of the dead i· to an extent a mattei
Dr.
is
in
Tilden
relatives
viaiting
Maine will send a delegation of such
ingham, Mass., are visiting friends in
Bennett.
of the degree of remotenee·.
Farnsington.
numbers as will be creditable to tbe
Welcbville and Oxford.
Mrs. Etta Wlnslow and daughter fron Maine
H.
L.
of
Boston
came to their
Whitney
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Coy are receivDepartment and arouse a sense of
sommer home here Wednesday for a South Paris are viaitlng at C. B. Keene'·
from our comrades on tbe
appreciation
Official pamphlet· and addresses tel ing congratulations on the birtb of a
Tilson
Morae
la
short time.
working (or Frank Pacific Coast.
ns that the rasb known aa brown-tai
daughter.
Farrar.
Dr. Parmalee has been in tbis place
In their official announcements, tbe
The Ladles' Circle is to bold a lawn
itch i· caused by the hairy matter moult
Mr·. Jamea Bicknell ia quite aick al
several times recently. All wonld be
pablic are cordially invited to join with
ed by the brown-tail caterpillar at one ol party on the church lawn July 25, the
thia
to bave bim back to stay.
writing.
the G. A. R. comrades on this trip and
its moulting·. And now aome phyai proceeds to be used for repairs on the pleased
are assured tbe
same
attention and
ciaos are asserting that haira loosened churcb.
Weat Sumner.
courtesies as the comrades themselves
Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Libby of Portland Is the guest of
from the flying moths are responsible
Rev. Cheater Gore Miller of South will reoeive.
for the poisoning. Whichever is right, her daughter, Mrs. Chas. Gray.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Legrow and son
Tbe arrangements provide for leaving
Ernest Carpenter and Joe Hunting are Carl, who bave been spending their va· Paria will preach on Sunday during tbe
there ia little doubt that the brown-tail
will get credit for at leaat all that i· due at muster in Portland.
cation at Camp Echo, returned to Port- remainder of July and the month of An- Portland Sept. 2d, arriving at Los Angehim In the line of akin affectiona.
land Thursday. On Sunday they enter- guet in tbe Univeraaliat church at 10:46 les tbe afternoon of tbe 8th with special
stops at Denver, Colorado Springe and
tained Mr. and Mra. L. C. Trask, Mr. and Λ. M.
Oxford.
Mra. Hiram Howe baa gone to Rum Salt Lake City.
and
Mrs.
David
Mrs.
Eva
Hobbs
Foster,
Mr. Williams and party from Lynn,
The inspector reporting to the Inter
of Gorham, N. H. A delicious dinner ford to remain witb her daughter, Mra.
Mass., are stopping at Mr. Williams'
state Commerce Commission on the r»
Chance Comment.
was served, followed by oake and sherbet. Lottie Merrill.
on tbe shore of Lake Thompson.
cent accident on the Ligonier
Mra. Abbie Bates returned borne from
Vallej camp
Music was furnished by Master Carl on
The
Schools
and
the boat club
Sunday
road Id which a score were killed, aayi
Welchville
last
the corner, and Mrs. Legrow at the
Friday.
a picnic at Farris' camp Saturday,
For the first time in history, a court in
there wm no record of train orders, nc
Mias Theda Glover is viaitlng Mrs.
tbe afternoon a motor boat race was organ. They have made many friends
Alabama adjourned the other day oat of
train regUter, no printed rnlee for trais
Jamea
Cobb
on
Sumner
Hill.
held.
Tbe "Wabasha," belonging to during their stay here, who hop· to see
E. Wallace Chandler haa returned respect to tbe memory of a Negro. Tbe
operation, no block aignal·, not much ol
Parrott, came out first, closely them again next year. Mr. Legrow has from bis annual
of
any system anyway—and draws the wist Joseph
taken some fine pictures in the vicinity.
fiahing trip to Rangeley, man thna honored bad been janitor
followed
the
owned
by
So far
"Thistle,"
by
conclusion that the method of trakia
some fine salmon as evidenoe of the court house for many yeara.
bringing
Ed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
son
Mr.
and
Rartlett,
Joe Jacqne. There was also a ball game
bia suocfess, one of wbiob weighed 4 1-2 so good. It will donbtless be a long
operation was fanlty.
between tbe village team and Camp Mrs. Walter Bartlett, Miss Elsie Bartiett
time before an Alabama court will adand another 4 pounds.
pounds
Mr.
of
East
of
and
J.
J.
McGreevy
Bethel,
Oxford. Tbe score was 8 to β in favor of
Chandler alwaya remembers bia friends journ ont of respect to a oolored man
at
"Outside
were
Inn"
Baltimore,
Md.,
tbe village team.
who holds any other than a menial posl*
It ien't really mixing into theology to
on tbia occasion, and thia
year waa no tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Perkins and one day last week.
remark that tbe International
Bible
Mrs. Elmer Fiske is not gaining as fut exception.
Miss
Eva
Perkins
of Cambridge, Mass.,
Student·' Aaeociatioo, in adopting a
ss her friends wish.
Wednesday, Dr.
reeolution repudiating the teaching of a are visiting at H. G. O. Perkins'.
North Stonetum.
The Congregational Sunday School Williamson of Portland consulted with
Entomologists say that the only real
of
"hell-flre
and
brimstone"
for
place
Dr. Wight of Bethel.
Florence Smith la Ylalting friends in remedy for the gypsy moth is "nature"
the torment of tbe wicked, ia almoet in- gave an entertainment and sociable Monis at West Paris ear- Bartlettboro.
Mrs.
Ida
Crooker
in
—that
S.
of
T.
Hall. It was well
is, tbe natural growth of some
day evening
tuiting the Intelligence of tbe centnry. attended
Fred Warren la cutting Mra. Ν. H. kind of parasite which will feed upoo
and it is reported that they ing for Mrs Charles Briggs.
Bat when it include· in the repud'ation
Miss Alice Cross, who attends school Saw ver'a bay on share·.
the gypsy, as it does in tbe old world,
made well.
not only a place, bat also a state or conStillman MoAUlater la staying with bis and keep it in subjection, restoring tb*
Bertie Martin has been quite sick with in Lewiston, Is spending her vaoation at
dition of torment, there ia a matter that
home.
slater, Eva Richards, of Eaat Stoneham. "balance of nature." It is needless to
pneumonia.
may 1m subject to debate. "Talk about
Alice Adama la at work for Mra. H. mention that endeavors are now being
Quite a number from here attended
there not being any bell?" said aa OxM. Adams, and Wlnni· McKeen haa made in this oountry to assist nature by
Lake.
Norway
ford County woman once, "I know bet- the Grange meeting at Otiafield Gore
come
home.
artificial means in this restoration of
Mr. and Mrs. Will Flood and three
ter. I've seen two or three of them right Saturday evening.
Anatln Warren, who la at work for H. balanoe. This balance of nature Is a
Mrs. Florence Hall and two daughter·, obtldren of Farmington are viaiting his
la my own towa."
B.
while
the
and
McKeen,
tying np
Elizabeth, from Auguata father, David Flood. They eame acroes
cattle, wonderful thing, but sometimes It Is a
Virginia
got jammed between them In such a long time In arriving. About thirty-five
are visiting Mr·. Hall's parents, Mr. and country In an anto.
manner aa to crack and bend three of
Isn't it almost funny that after the Mrs. Cyras Hayes.
annt
Miss Georrie Frost is viaiting an
years ago the Colorado potato beetle srbia rib·.
Rev. S. C. Eaton preached his fare- la Bethel.
rlved In this part of the country, and no
lefielature baa gone to tbe tronble of
Sarah MoKeen, while bribing In Kesar natural
Miss Martha Donn I· still 111 at bone,
phasing a law establishing aa old borna well sermon Sunday, July 14, and la
enemy has yet arisen to keep It
Lake stepped on a piece of a bottle, out- In subjeotion, If Indeed there is any
weak In Main·, tb« town· which observe moving his family to Stoniagton.
bat is Improving some.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hayes from Baltiold bom· week never do It in tb· week
Mrs. L. A. Titoomb visited her daagh· ting her foot ao ahe haa not stepped for created thing that will eat tb· pesky
two weeks.
bngs.
established by law Ρ
more, Md., are visiting at Cyras Hajsa*. tar, Mrs. C. A. Flint, a few days raoaotlj.

The Oxford Democrat.

Rev. and Mr·. D. ▲. Ball and the
Dr. and Mr·. Gehring returned from
Ml mm Laura and Alice Bard to will (o to
Cleveland, Ohio, laat Monday.
Prof. Chapman hae eold hla home- Ferry Beach the first of this week to ro■tead'· to lira. Llthgow, and It remodel- main during the aoaalon of the UniversIN
ALL
WEEK
THE DOINGS OF THE
Ryeraon boo.·, which be pur- al 1st meeting·.
chaaed for a realdenoe.
Thursday, Mi·· Delia Lane, Mr·. D.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Dr. F. I. Brown and family of South H. FIS eld and Mrs. J. B. Tucker took an
at
anto trip, with Ββτ. C. H. Young driver,
Portland are a pending their vacation
Paris Hill.
to Bridgton to visit their former paator,
the Pbilbrook farm.
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MAIL CARRIERS WILL FLY
Tbla it an age of great dlacorerlea.
we may
Progreu ride· on the air. 8000
carrier· flying In
lee Uncle Sam'· mail
mall. Peo•II direction·, transporting
Internet In a diswonderful
a
take
ple
them. That'a why
covery that benefit·
Human Nature as Shown In Dr.
for Cough·,
King'· New Di»oovery
throat and long dlseaae·
other
and
Cold·
and
Bequests. I· the most popular medicine in America.
Queer Requests
"It cured me of a dreadful cough,"
writes Mr·. J. P. Davis, Stickney Corner,
FEAR OF PREMATURE BURIAL Maine, "after doctor's treatment and all
For
failed."
bad
other remedies
coughs, cold· or any bronchial affection
This Dread Hat Often Βμπ the Cause it'· unequaled. Price |50c. and $1.00.
Howard Co.
•f Curious Provision· In Last Testa* Trial bottle free at Cbaa. H.

WHIMSICAL WILLS

monts—The Grave of a Man Who
Disliked the 8ooiety of Women.
a

We've
carry them

a

eighteen two-piece

We don't want to
consequently before the next
clear them out at a reduced price.

till
intend to
not
there's
REMEMBER,

week is

Waugb, 79 yeara of age, and
George
citizen of Eaat Monrespected
highly

They

H.

suits left.

next season ;

over

over we

have all the finer

a

points

thing the matter
tailoring, style

of

with them.
and fashion.

Most of them are conservative models that a man can wear
for years to come. We've made a new price to prompt a
it. Better still, come and see
ready riddance. Think of
the
at
Even
regular
price they were distinctive
them.

bargains.

$14.00 Suit,

tbe
A Boston man lost bis leg from
bite of an insect ttvo years before. To
and
avert such calamities from stings
bites of insects use Buckleu'a Arnica
Salvo promptly to kill the poison and

Sale

Price, $10.60
$ 7.50

$10.00 Suit,
$ 9.00 Suit,

and
prevent inflammation, swelling
pain. Heals bums, boils, u'cers, piles,

$

at
eczema, cut*, bruises. Only 25 cents
the Cbas. Π Howard Co.

8.50 Suit,

"

$

7-00

$

β.50

J. F. Plummer,

Audrew Sockalexis, tbe Old Town Indian runner, took fourth place In the
in
The will of Lord Lytton contained Marathon run at tbe Olympic games
minute· behind
special directions as to the examina- Sweden, being about six
winner.
tion of his body in order to provide tbe
against the possibility of his beinj:
HUSBAND
ΤΠΕ CUOICE
burled while in a trance, which ap
is too important a matter for a woman
of
bis.
peared to be an apprehension
to be handicapped by weakness, bad
A farmer of Hertfordshire. England, blood or foul breath. Avoid these killLife Pills.
who died In 1720, was so certain that
Dr.

think of marrying

Suits Reduced

Piece

Two

mouth, met death Wedneaday afternoon
The remarkable will of a man who
in the
by falling through an opening
died not long ago directing the under- barn scaffold, a distance of about 18 feet
taker to stab him through the heart to the floor. The old man'a neck wa·
after he had been pronounced dead by broken and bia shoulder dislocated by
his physician is not a unique one. The tbe fall.
fear of being buried alive haa driveD
INSECT BITE COSTS LEG.
will
many a man to stipulate in hi»
that extraordinary steps be taken to
make sure of death.
Thus, for instance, a magnate of
Plymouth. England, decreed by his
will that his wife should cut off one
of his toes or Angers to make sure he
was dead, adding that he made the
request so that "as she had been troubled with one old fool she will not

Sweep

A Clean

second."

31 Market

South Paris, Maine.

Square,

OF~A

King's

hopes by taking

his lethal slumber was to be not really New strength, fine complexion, pure
win
death, that he Inserted in his will his breath, cheerful spirits—things that
use.
Easy, safe, sure,
written wish that, "as he was about men—follow their
25 cents.
to take a thirty years* nap. his coffin
dlizl
Constipation causes headache, nausea,
might be suspended from a beam in
heart palpitation. Drastic phye
his barn and by no means nailed ness, languor,
Ice trrlpe, sicken, weaken tbe bowels and don't
down." He. however, permitted it to cure. Doan's Regulete act gently and cure con
25 cents. Ask your druggist.
be locked, provided a hole were made stlpatlon.
the side, through which the key
be oushed, so that he might let
himself out when he awoke. His
nephew, who Inherited the property,
obeyed his whim and did not bury the
coffin till 1751, allowing him an extra
In

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

might

of
)
WESTLEY P. BOWF,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Halb, Judge of the Die
trtct Court of the United States for the Dlstrlci
In tbe matter

NEW COLORED LOCAL
VIEW POST CARDS.
We have just received from Germany, 10,000 local view Post
Cards finished by the new multi-chrome process.
They are the finest cards we have ever had, and you will surely
want some of them.
They cost a little more than the ottu· but
difference in price.
you will say they are well worth the

of Maine:

2 for 5 cents.

P. ROWE of Brownfleld, In the
year of grace.
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
The Sieur Boby, who died In 1845 at
represents that on the
said
District,
respectfully
the age of ninety-six, said in his will: 15th day of June, last past, he waa duly adde- judged bankrupt under the Acta of Congreas re
after
hours
my
and
forty
"Eight
latlng to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surren
cease I desire that a post mortem exlered all hie pro|>ertv ami rights of property,
be
heart
ha* fully compiled with all the requirement*
ami
that
my
amination be made,
of said Acts and of the orders of C ourt touching
which
taken out and placed in an urn,
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may t>e decree·!
shall be intrusted to M. Baudoin (the
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
undertaker). In conformity with an debts provable against bis estate under said
Acta, except such debts as are ex
arrangement between him and myself bankruptcylaw
from such discharge.
by
to a cepted
bated this ltith day of July, A. 1>. 1912.
my heart Is to be conveyed
La
WESTLEY
P.KOWK, Bankrupt
of
the
department
mausoleum In
as
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Mayenne and there to be deposited,

WESTLRY

agreed."

Robert, the famous Earl of Mellent
and Leicester, one of the early crusaders in the holy land, died in 1118
in the abbey of Preaux, where his
body was buried, but hie heart was
conveyed to the hospital at Brackley.
there to be preserved in salt Isabella,
daughter of the Earl of Pembroke, who
died In 1239, ordered her heart to be
sent In a silver cup to her brother,
then abbot of Tewkesbury, to be buried
there before the high altar. The heart
of John Ballol, lord of Barnard cas
tie. who died in 12G9, was by his wid
ow's desire Inclosed In an Ivory caskei
richly enameled with silver.
But all these examples, strange as
re
they may be. are not especially

District

Maine,

AT

The

ss.

"Weren't you shy when the Judgp
nskttl you your age In court?"
"\>s: I whs about ten years shy, mj
I.Iff.

My precept to all who build Is that
the owner should be an ornament to
the house, and not the house to thi
1 ·'.V

<Ί<·«'ΓΙ>.

»!ΟΓ.

» uncse tbe Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland
'.d said District, on the 20th day of July, A. D
1912.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.J
\ true copy of petition and order thereen.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk

Health is often endangered by unsanitary
cooking utensils. Physicians have found
that cancer is caused by enamel ware chipping off and irritating the stomach.

|30-32

I ROB1TE NOTICES.
To all persons Interested Id cither of tbo estates
hereinafter named :
A t a Probate Court, held at Paris, In ami for
the CouDtv of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
luly, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred ami twelve. The following matter
hiving been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It le hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
tcrcstcd, bv causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks euccrsiivcly In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at Rumford on the
third Tuesday of August A. D. 1912, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

If you have children or invalids in the family
beware of cheap cooking utensils that crack,
scale, peel off, tarnish or rust. Disease
germs lurk in the worn places and there is
further danger of tainting the food. Health
is too precious to take risks with it
Be safe.

Use

"1892"

Spun Aluminum
Cooking Utensils

Pare

are guaranteed for 15 years constant
service and will never spoil food nor endanger

which

health.

is featherweight, beautiful,
clean—does not tarnish nor rust
The slight extra cost is more than made up
by long service and absolute safety.

This

new ware

easy to

Look for Trade mark
on Every Piece

Frank <■· Nichols late of Dlxtleld, de
ceased; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax presented by George L. Merrill

The Maltese cross with the words
Pure Illinois 1892" Aluminum—the
original, insures that you get the genuine. There are imitations, so be sure
this trade mark is on every piece.

administrator.

Laforest Knight late of Dlxtleld, deceased
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Evle L. Knight, administratrix.

"

lisle M. ITolman of Dlxtleld, minor war
petition for license to Fell and convey real estate
presented by Gertrude I. Holman, guardian
Lena M. and Alton L. Burgess of Peru,
wards ; petition for licence to sell and convey
real estate presented by John S. Harlow, guardian.

Laforest Knight late of Dlxfletd, decease·!.
l>etttlon for an allowance out of personal estate
presented by Evle L. Knight, widow.
Jonathan 8. Ilerrlck late of Norwav, <'e
ceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
reniilnlne In his hands presented by Eugene F
Smith, administrator.

For Sale By

P. N. WRIGHT,
131

mlnlstrator of the estate of said deceased pre
seated by William A. Farwcll, a creditor.

η ι Μ Mi

Judgeof said Court.

ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
MOSES A. SWAN, late of Paris,
:n the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

payment Immediately.
GERALD A. SWIFT.
July 16th, 1912.
NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that slu
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
HENRY D. KNAPP, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons havln*
bonds as the law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased
ire desired to present the same
for settle
aient, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

One

Thing

at a Time

make payment immediately.
NELLIE E. DAI LEY.
July 16th, 1912.

small scale."

I· a common fallacy that
th· aiTertlilog mut βοτβτ
U· whole stock.
It

of fact It never does,
with the moat lavish advertisers, and, if It did, the result
would be a Jumble of prolixity.
In

point

even

The true

policy

la to select one

time—something
moderately priced and meeting
the want of the day—and push
that at the peoples—Philadelphia
Λ
Record.
article

at

a

You are Invited to try this
plan In our columns. Change
your ad. with every Issue.
Buyers watch our columns
for store new*

M

s

Mill

Mr. Noyes has been to marktt purchasing Hot Weather
Wearable* to replace our stocks which have been badly
depleted during the terrible hot wave. The heat has been intense but one can be partially relieved by wearing proper

clothirg.

We Have the Coolest of Underwear,

Also à

a

on a

JUST RECEIVED FROM BOSTON.

Β. V. D. AND POROSKNIT

"I can't afford to advertise on

large scale," said a merchant
lately, "and with my varied stock
I wouldn't know where to begin

South Paris.

BLUE STORES

Ueorgs A. Murphy late of Bethel, de
ceased; petition for the appointment of H. II
Hastings or some other suitable person as ad
ADDISON E. HERKICK,
Λ true copy—attest :

MAINE

Guard the Family Health

οι they see cause.
woman interred, either to the right
James M. ITurlow late of Bucktleld, dc
to the left of me. Should this not be ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
course ot
by Sadie B. Harlow, the executrix
in
the
ordinary
presented
practicable
I therein named.
things I direct that they purchase
Charles T. Duck late of Paris, deceased
mid
three graves and bury me in the
flint account pre· ented for allowance by Eliza
two
the
leaving
three,
h A. Buck, administratrix.
of
the
bet
die one
others uuoccupled."
Henry M. Tuell late of Paris, deceased,
account presented for allowance by Walter
John Reed, gasiighter of the Waluut llnal
L. Gray, administrator.
Street theater, Philadelphia, filled that
Jonathan S. Herrlck late of Norwa», dc
There is
post for forty-four years.
I ceased; llrst account pretented for allowance by
at Eugene K. Smith, administrator.
not on record a single performance
Lorcna Abbott hte of Noiway, deceased
the theater at which he was not près
llrst account presented for allowance by Eugene
He never aspired to appear on F. Smith, executor.
ent
was
the stage in his lifetime, but he
Columbui C. .Marsh late of Dlxtleld, de
not without his mute ambitions, anil ceased ; llnal account presented for allowance by
C.
L. Dillingham, executor.
before he died he contrived ingenious
Shake
Jamrs M. Seavey late of Bethel, deceased
|y to make sure of assuming a
claust tirai account presented for allowance by Wll
llam C. Bosworth, executor.
spearean role after his death. A
read:
will
in his
ITannah D. Ci^shinan late of Hebron, de
from
be
ceased
to
separated
; petition that Mac E. Blcknell or some
"My head Is
other suitable person be appointed as adminisdeath,
after
my
my body immediately
trator of the estate of said deccaeed, presented
tin by said Mae F. Blcknell, a daughter.
the latter to be burled in α grave,
1 lorence W. Moultouof Porter; petit!
former, duly macerated and prepared
l I that her name may be ct anged to Elureoce Κ
to be brought to the theater, where
Wormwood presented by said Florence W
have served all my life, and to be em M oui ton.
ployed to represent the skull of Yorick. Lorena Abbott late of Norway, deceased
and to this end 1 bequeath my head to petltb η for order to dlstilbute balance remain
Ing In his hands presented by Eugene F. Smith
the properties."—New York Sun.
I executor.

Becoming Diffidence.

J(©XOKXj Star»

PARIS,

SOUTH

stated.

I

THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

On thleiKh clay of July, A. D. 1912. on rea l
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court. That a hearing l>e lia
A. D
upon the same on tho 30th day of August,
191*2, before said Court at Portland, In eald District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and thai no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In eald District, an·!
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of eald petitioner should not be granted.
And It la further ordered by the Court, That
tbe Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence a*

markable among the countless num
bere of curious wills which are record

ed through many generations.
There Is. for example, the will of η
rich old bachelor, who. Incensed at
what he considered the attempts of his
family to put him under the yoke ol
matrimony, vented his spite on the
whole sex of women by saying in bis
will: "I beg that my executors wll
is no
see that I am buried where there

of

25 cents per dozen.

MAINE

assortment of

STEAMSHIP|un "SSi'&JSS!
and Satur

I INF direct between
Portland and New York

ίΰηΏΙΠΠί^όρΕΊΓ
φΩ One
φΟ Way

IThursdays
Thursdays
ate~0 ρ m., aUn
I days
£·Τ·
,at_e~°,A
"ui *!?"
Mondays, 10:30 a.m.,

Portland and
New York

PORTLAND LINE
Service to Boston,
Eastport, Lubec
ana

large

St. Jobn.

Bay 8tate.

φΐη Round
$IU Trip

Portland Line Perrlce
Leave Franklin Whatf
Portland, week days at

Balbriggans

and

Jerseys

Cool, Neat and Dresey Shirts, Fashionable Neckwear,
Hosiery, Straw Hats, Panamas, Khaki and
Outing: Clothing. Norfolk Suits.

Attractive

7p.m.,Sundays8p.m

returning leave Boston
dally at7p.m. SteamR. B. Foller or

ships

IT

PAYS TO

Steamers leave
International Line Service.
Portland for Boston during July, 7 00 a.
and August 8.00 a. m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning leave Bo»ton
at 9 a. m. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Leave Portland 6 p. m. for
Lubec
and St. John. Steamships Governor
and
Governor Cobb.
Fare between Portland and Boston
$1.'».
Staterooms $1.00 and $180.

Come and See Us.

PORTLAND AND
ROCKLAND LINE

SOUTH PABIS

Eastport,
blngley

Steamer
Monhegao
on
leaves Portland
Thusdays
Tuesdays,

and Saturdays at 7 a.m.
lor Rockland and Inter*

mediate landings.
Express Service for Freight; all rates InduJe
Marine Insurance.
For reservations and all Information address
H. A. CLAY, Agent, Franklin Wharf, Portland.
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WALTER L. GRAY,
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here we have had in the
g veo. :he one this week being this Mon-1 s >lmost a cloudburst,
Mrs. Clayton Smith of Pleasant Street
original.
inly two or three light showers in the
We may teach our children to be skill- has returned from Halifax, N. S., acday evening.
The sound of rain was ful with their hands, but the truth must
our weeks.
companied by her mother, Mrs. Dorson,
A conference of the Republican Coun
,bout the sweetest music we have heard not be lost sight of that a richer and and eister, Mrs. Nickerson, who will rerti ::: ttee and others interested was
or some time.
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think.
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My Beloved.
at Old Orchard Wednesday.
*ficre he bas been for the past few
ealize that "Old Streaked" produces a
Wentworth went to
Miss Ethel
He was the oldest man in town, 11 raluable crop.
y»*ar<
last Monday to remain for
«d as such has held the Boston Post
INSCKIKKL) TO MY SAINTED WIFE, ON Thomaston
Dr. James W. Davis of Fort Fairfield
the week, and will then finish her vacacane for the past year or so.
Death
HKH BIRTHDAY, JULY 19TH.
lied iu a hospital in Melrose, Mass
tion at Old Orchard.
•a» due to old age.
Mr. Caswell hadl·
an operation for
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Pike of Aubeen id good general health, and hadl! junday night, following
on Monday proThere'· a shadow on the hearthstone,
burn have been visiting Mr. Pike's sister,
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before
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a
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have
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Dr. Davis
1 dding.
Mrs. Agnes Purington.
Tbe funeral was held at tbe Congregu
Ami a vacantcbalr beside me,
the 10th of August. He
Mrs. Florence Buswell entertained her
As I sit alone to-night.
tionai vestry at :ί IV « Friday, attended ,ears of age on
for
a
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Woodstock,
school class at her home WedSunday
by Rev. Α. Τ McU horter, and intermeui was bom
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lumber of years in the practice of his
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ere·*·
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On
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Cemetery.
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The trouble with moet adverdentist at South Paris,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wesley Savage of
well s family all died belore him, and be i>ro(eosion as a
Where the sunbeams love to linger,
tisers la that they expect Immefor the past few years he has been at
Ere they fade Into the West.
Medford, Mass., are the guests of Mrs.
bas no relatives so far as known.
Port Fairfield, where he was in the
Savage's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
diate returns of large proporThrough 'he glory of the sunset,
a
Ami (he lofty realm· of blue.
Oxnard.
Preparations are being made to bogiu practice of his profession. He leaves
One prominent advertiser
tions.
me
a
for
welcome,
wave
She will
having taken
work on the railroad bridge across the I widow, their marriage
Officers of Oxford Castle, K. G. Ε
To a heart so warm and true.
illustrates the principle of adverthree
Little Androscoggin south of the village
for the coming term, were installed
place only a few months since, aud Davis
The abu'ments of this bridge, which are children by a former wife, E. R.
tising in this way:
Long anil fondly Memory lingers,
Wednesday evening by District Grand
wife of
And when fleeting years have rolled,
» big piece of stone work, were laid
Λ Leominster, Mass Edith R
Chief Harold P. Malone of Auburn, as
1 shall clasp the geotie Angers.
"The money txpcadei fsr
when the road was constructed over I Dr. C. L. Buckof South Paris, and Mrs.
follows:
Where I placed my pledge of gold.
The
8. P. C.—Walter B. Everett.
alvertlal·· 1· the use «β
sixty years ago, under the direction of I ^nnie Hattield of Limestone.
In
Heaven
above,
last
at
meet
We'll
L.
Cleveland.
C.—Horace
N.
The
funeral will probably be held at Dr.
If placed at Interest.
G. Dudley, a well known
When these weary year· have flown ΓV. C.—Urehal C. Gammon.
time
some
0f tbis
Ι will love thee, as the angels love,
profit· from the alvsrtlslaf
H. P.—Verne A. Hanger.
town, who is now 87 years of I Buck's on Skilliugs Avenue
own.
Beautiful—my
S.
Gammon.
V. H.—Biiwln
My
are vlrtaally the latsrsst m
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wear out.

materials which let the air
No

binding,

pulling, just
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Clothier,

12.40

18.00 MUSLIN DRESSKS for
3.50 POBB LINEN DRESSES for
3.00 PLÂXON DRESSES for
2.50 GINGHAM DRE8SES for
2.00 LENINE DRESSES for
2.50 SKIRTS OP PURE LINEN for
3 50 8KIRTS OP WIDE STRIPE PIQUE for
1.08 SKIRTS OP LENINE for

0

MAINE.

NORWAY,

*·

ne

MARKED THEM DOWN

comfort.

H. B. FOSTER,
One Price

a

have

but are slow to

through,

B. D. V. 50c, Unions $1.00

—·

Let

long part of the Summer ahead of ua,
this ie
make it a comfortable part at little expense to you.
Lenine
how: We are heavily stocked with Muelin, Flaxon,
and
Pique, so
and Gingham Dresses. Skirt· of Linen, Lenine
We have

WEAR Β. V. D.

■·■

frayer
'r'-Ut'r-

Cool

as

These coat cut, sleeveless un·
and
dershirts
knee-length
drawers are loose fitting. They
are made from light, durable,

Fowlde^

JX &oob,

Timely Suggestions

one

2.08
2.40
1.08

1.40
1.08
2.08
1.40

Notice that we have made no attempt to describe the gar·
mente. The stock is so varied that you would never read
this if we told all about them so we sum them up by saying

G'ilrd

THE EE IS NOT A POOR STYLE IN LOTS ADVERTISED.
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CHECK
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Almost all of the business done in this
country, is done by men that have
bank accounts, and CHECK BOOKS.
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Lights,

Electric
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did not have the
Electric Gars, Tele-

grandfathers

If you do not have one, come and see

In considering the investment of yonr money the very first
requirement is the security of the principal. There are other
feature·, of course, but fundamental security i> foremost. The
this primary
proper selection of an investment bond which has
qualification requires technical knowledge. Naturally and neceato inarily the experienced banker, whose constant business it is
of this technical
is
of
all
securities
kinds,
possessed
vestigate
knowledge.
If you are considering the investment of funds and will state
and
your requirements in the way of interest return, maturity
amount, we will be pleased to send you a list of well secured
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Price Reductions in the

Extraordinary
Ready-to-Wear Department on Suits,
Coats, Dresses and Waists.

··■

peo-1

Λ

instances not

^

who needs
made

a

few more

epic and

span.

of light and dark colore.
28 inches wide, actual value 12}o

COTTON FOULABDS

OK signs of strain, will be rebuilt, and I
place υ! a part of them a viaduc? I
•eventy Hve feet in length will be added
*t each end of tbe
bridge, practically I
ing the bridge 150 feet longer than I
now i,, ϋΓ Λ )ittie more than doubling I
e
engtb of it. This will set the
®ent* farther back on both sides, and re-1
"«• the strain on them.
The job will I
0· a big and
long one.

________

hose Company Meetings.
Hose Co. No. 3, E. O. Millftt, fore
Monman, will meet at their hose house
day night at 7:30.
Hose Co. No. 4, J. E. Murcb, foreman,
will meet at their hose house Tuesday
night at 7:30.
Hose Co. No. 2, Gerald Wing, foreman,
wi.l meet at their hose house Wednesday
at 7:30.
Tests of tbe Robinson moth trap, made night
Hose Co. No. 5, John Masoa, foreman,
several people, indicate that whether
will meet at their hose house Thursday
•y com·) anywhere near exterminating I
at 7:15.
night
β
moths, they will certainly catch an I
»a>ense number of them. Unfortunau»No Change of Track Location.
ot tbeee ,eets were not m»de I
On the petition for change of location
βΓ '^β two ϋΓ '^ree nights when I
and Paris
th« κ
f'Kht was at its height of the tracks of the Norway
J r rlummer
on which a hearing was
pm out two of tbe traps I Street Railway,
in
and the next day was e*· recently held, the selectmen,
the large cost of the change,have entered
tlie *au# Wl1^ * regular
of moths in them. Then he rigged decision that the petition is deaied.
41111 huo* u°der 'he arc
str®«*· It stayed there
The Dennis Pike Real Estate Agency
br e nigblll> aftef the bfow(i u|1< beJ
baa negotiated the sale of the Leavitt
dooe m°.t of their
flying tnd the weath- cottage on the east share of lake Pennescoo,er Wben u was
to Alexander Mac Lean for im-

abut-1

Hiram, Me.

Llxwxlltn A. Wauswokth.

Maine Osteopaths Incorporate.
The Maine Osteopathic Association,
met with their lawyer in Portland on tin·
10: h and incorporated aa a scientific and
fraternal corporation. This association

„brn-U"

y2«·
riHi!
b»K?*r
thrï 00kP,De
tak·.

«

•avi if

?k

km?
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science of
WHAT MAKES A WOMAN?
benefit of
tb*
and twenty pounds, mote
to
hundred
aims
One
protect
it» members. It also
or less, of bone and muscle don't make
public Against unqualified practitioners
It's a good foundation. Put
a woman.
The following officers were elected:
it health and strength and she may
President—Dr. Albert K. Chittenden, Port- into
rule a kingdom. But that's just what
Dr. Ralph A. Sweet, RockThousands
Electric Bitters give her.
bless them for overcoming fainting and
Nora R. Brown, Watervllle.
Treasurer-Dr. r. M. Kellel, Skowhecan
diuy spells and for dispelling weakness,
Trustee·—Dr. Leonard J. Seal, Soutn8.Pari·,
backache and tired, listless,
Shaf. netvousness,
Wm.
Dr. Geo. H. Tuttle, Portland; Dr.
worn out feeling. "Electric Bitters have
fer, Pretgae Isle.
done me a world of good," writes Ella*
Card of Thank».
Pool, Depew, Okla., "and I thank you,a
(or making such
We wish to express our sincere thanks with all my heart,
Guaran60c.
to all our good friends and neighbors good medicine." Only
Chas. H. Howard Company.
who so kindly eaten ed to us their sym- teed by the
bereavement.
pathy and help In our latewho
so kindly
Don't let the baby suffer from ecaema, sores or
We also tbank all those
Ointment gives
any Itching of the skin. Doan's
sent beautiful floral tributes.
Instant
relief, ourea quickly. Perfectly safe for
seewassee
and
Cummings
BebtF.
It.
Mbs
sell
Mb. and
children. AU druggists
the mMe of IBOth« of various
provements.
Family.
WM Mar,y m inch de«P·
H®
State
Maine
the
of
Never can tell when you'll smash a fnger or
The annual meeting
at
Girl wanted, to learn type-setting
sonr a out, bruise, bora or scald. Be prepared.
Board of Trade will be held at Bangor
work Dr. Thomas' Eclectic OU Instantly relieve· the
Permanent
offloe.
Democrat
Thursday and Friday, Sept 19 and 20, the
pain—quickly core· the wound.
one.
and an Interesting program la promised. (or the right
was organized to advance the
osteopathy and for the mutual

I

unf!?0.1

Ernest J. Matter.
8. H
M. of R.—Merton L. Kimball.
K. of K.—Geo. L. Curtis.
W. B.—Geo I. Wheeler.
Vf. C.—Frank M. Buswell.
Kne.—Geo. A. Maxim.
Em —Freeman M. Bennett.
lit G.—Geo. W. Wlnnlow.
2d G.—H. Douglas Karrar.

I

I

Por-J

I

"rn!d

«•■«iSCïïiï'·1"·

view^of

**νΪοβ-President—
''Secretary—Dr.

the Investment.

"The sums spent for advertising
are properly chargeable to cap-

ltal account because the resulting good will is something that
has value, which, If the advertising has been properly done,

usually be sold for the face
value of the investment
'The rate of interest le determined by the skill with which
the Investment Is made.
"Just as the quickest way to
Increase inverted wealth la by
compounding the Interest, Just so

Largest

$30,000.00

against

wide, actual value

SILK WHIPCORDS
27 inches wide, actual value 29c.

.....

SATIN STRIPE VOILES
27 inches

wide, aotual value 29c

38 Inches

wide,

SATIN STRIPE VOILES
actual value 49c

Reduced to 29c.

Yards of White Goods Underpriced
Knit Underwear and Hosiery

Main St.,

| made for

Wash Dress Skirts

Parasols

service but soft and comfortable.

a

Department

we

have

Safety Valve Fruit Jars.

Fruit Jar in name

only, but

a

Fruit Jar of QUALITY, half

pint·, pints and qaarts.
Store Will be Closed

Friday Afternoon, July

26th.

THE ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.
MAINE

IOHWAY

CASTORIA Ficiitiinwianna
III KM Yg Hm Allijs Bwgkt

«

/<

TRY THE BARRY SHOE.

I know I can please you as far as style, and fit, and wear go—and I am
sore you will be satisfied.
I bave snob a splendid aaaortment of the newest styles that yon'll find
It easy to make a satisfactory selection of the
Barry Shoe it $4 or fg.
And as I guarantee every pair, you take no risk In buying, for I make
right, anything that goes wrong.
Of cour·· I have plenty of other kinds from 92 to fft.
And a complete line of PATRICIAN SHOES for Ladies.

W. 0.

pound the retuim"—Advertising
Experience.

Frothingham,

South Paris,

Advertisers get good returns
on the amount Invested in
our columns. We reaoh the

-

Maine.

people.

fr

—f·»

—+·

They

are

Tan

Calf Blucher, Goodyear Welt, unlined, very easy for the feet
and very durable. The price is $3.60 and they are worth it.
If you work out of doors, and want comfort for your feet,
a

pair of

them.

E. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

38-3.

Residence

Telephone 38-3.

HAYING TOOLS
Snaths, Forks, Hand Rakes, Drag
Rakes, Stones, Rifles

Clipper Scythes

Scythe

Poison

Balance of stock all marked down.

Not

line of Men's Shoes

Paris Green, Arsenate of Lead and Swift's

White and colors all marked down.

The

a

The Celebrated Solid India Steel

One lot pnt in at about half price.

Kitchen Ware

We have

Heavy Welt Shoes for $3.60.

φ

Black Silk Petticoats

our

Norway, Main·.

MEN'S

Splendid chance for saving In this department.
ODD LOTS put in at a little more than half price.

In

find the

Assortment and Lowest Price in Flo Nets at the

91

Reduced to 19c.
Reduced to I9c.

can

James N. Favor, r.".»:™"

you need

Reduced to 25c.

You

Net.

by using a Fly

Cord Note, 76c to $1.60.
|
Scrim Nets, 66c to $1.60.
Leather Nete, $1.60 to $2.00

Reduced to 17o

25c

the flies

TUCKER HARNESS STORE

LINEN DRESS GOODS

ran

the quickest way to realise results (torn advertising la to com·

assortment

Reduced to 10ο.

Colors blue, brown, lavender, green and white.
27 inches wide, actual value· 35 to 30c.

COMPOUND INTEREST

10

an

weather

SILK FOULARDS

11
11

citizenl

warm

Reduced to 8}c.

28 inches wide, actual value 15c

11

An^el

the prettiest of

mean

FINE SHEER PRINTED BATISTE and MUSLINS in

25 inches

Insure your horse

a

Hundreds of yards at prices that
dresses at surprisingly small expense.

11

I

Undiv. Profits,

wonderful opportunity to the woman
wash garments or to the mother with tiny tots to be

Our Wash Goods section offers

L

|

In many

Yard Upon Yard of Wash Fabrics Underpriced.

|(

■

prices.

seasonable cloths at very little
more than half the actual worth.

worthy

Most

■

■

Capital, $60,000.00
Surplus, $30,000.00

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

J

|(

NORWAY, MAINE.

OF

m

|l

Money

The Safe Investment of Your

It costs nothing, but will be of great
value to yoa.

-®™·|

MAINE

NORWAY,

one

*·lteHlhsss^hsa4h«I»»iaji

N.

Bolster Co.

Dayton

36 MARKET

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

SQUARE,

'Phone, 19-21.

3

Refrigerators at $7.00, $11.00 and $16.00.
At 25 per cent discount.

MILLINERY

Greatly Reduced
Also

a

Prices

Nice Line of

Shirtwaists, Ladies' and Children's
Underwear and
Call and

Hosiery

see us

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS,

OASTORIA
III KM Ym Hill Alms iNfht

«

THE LAND OF
in lincoln
PUZZLEDOM.

Happiest Girl

CUMMIN OS

South Paris, Maine.

"I am only too glad to testify to the
good qualities of Chamberlain's Tablets,"
writes Miss Nora Q. Hagerty, of Lincoln,

We repair Mowing Machine·.

Neb. "I had been ail-

We do Carriage Repairing.
We Manufacture Farm Wagons.
Get our

ins; for some time with
chronio constipation,

price».

stomach trouble and
terrible misery after
eating, when I was
taken sick with abscess of the bowels.
We had some of the
beet doctors in Lincoln
In attendanoe, and
they all said I would

We don't belong to tbe Union.

a

G. H. PENLEY,
Manager.

m. t

For Sale.

have to be operated on
I had
away.
heard of Chamber-

right

House and lot, situated in Sonth Paris
Village, on High Street, and known as
the Sarah A. Pea ley homestead.
South
Inquire of James S. Wright,
19tf
Maine.

lain's Tablets, and we
a bottle of them,
began to take them
and in three days I was
able to be up and got

r»t

Pari»,

TWO la. in yeUow, brown or red.
A deadly foe to Iron.
No, 1800.—Riddle·.
L

better right along.
am the proudest girl
in Lincoln to find such
a good medicine as these tablets are. I
can hardly believe myself that I am

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,

I am the abode of the lowly;
1 am seldom clean;
I am mighty In power;
My work you have seen.
IL

strong and healthy now. They saved
me from a serious surgical operation.'"

R. F. D. 3, South Paris, Me.

I stand fo· welcome and for shelter.
With Joy you often greet me too,
And yet behind me often standa

/'Λ WIN G to the late spring, hoe^
ing and haying will come all

A sorrow

work.
got the best Riding Cultivator made. It will save
and
you the work of several men
do the work better. Our prices

are

right.

unexpected—true-

Through me you go to your last rest.
And I may hide from algbt the best
1IL

I am an act. both good and bad.
Sou give me—giving what you had.
My weight is small, and yet I bind.
Ignore me and thia truth you find.
I'm written with full many a name.
Yet read me either way the same.

together and you will need one 01
our Biding Cultivators to do your
We have

IV.
It may be said that 1 drag down.
Does my

name a

burden

auggestT

I am Just what the honest give
When money Is paid for the beat.
And yet I pause and often bold
Another from hurrying by. ;
I am part of the scales and clock;
If you hold me you cannot fly.
V.
I am one of ten. I may be befow
I lead the waj
you or behind you.
and yet wait utitil 1 am bidden. I a»
sist you in eating, working, playing. ]
need good attention, and when prop
erly directed I furnish you with beau-

tiful music.—Youth's Companion.
No. 1810.—Word Building.
L
One. two.
We speak to you.
Add threo and four
And hoar us roar.
Our last three try.
We are not high.
In our six combined
A color find.

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.
STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

OemnoadMM ea Mptos of talsrsat to the ladle·
Ukodctted. Addreei: Editor Houuini1
CouTKJi, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Pails, Me.

The Housekeeping Allowance.
In families «tipported by a fixed Income, It Is a growing oastom to set s
definite allowance for housekeeping purNo. 1807.—Enigma·.
L
poses. It is in fact the only busineasiike way to conduct household affairs.
It oft, too oft. at night la heard;
It'· found on tree·, though not a bird;
The few objections raised against it are
atlrred;
It ridea the billow·, tampeat
very trivial in nature. There is the
All may be uttered In a word
olass of selfish husbands who do not
want to "tie themselves down" to a cerIL
tain figure, lest It should Interfere with
▲ river aet mid Bcottlah moaaea;
tbelr own pleasures or personal luxuries.
A fabric fit for manly wear;
The first and worat of modern boaae·— There is also the class of unthinking
We In one vocal eound déclara.
wivee who would be "bothered" by aocounts, or "hampered" by any limitations. Suoh objectors invariably claim
No. 1808.—Deoapttation.
that by reasonable care the non-allowΛ ONE. though good In a teamlug bread
ance method Is just as economical In the
Should ne'er our waya environ;

I

For Sale.

HOMEMAXERS1 COLUMN.

II.
first is Scotch for a certain pari
of the face; my second Is English foi
the su nie feature; my third is a com
mand to a horse; my fourth, certali
English people are sure to drop; mj
fifth, most frfnglish people are fond

My

of; my sixth, children
asking.

Send for Catalogue.

are

constantly

No. 1811.—Rebu· Puzzi·.

Perhsps

it le with a few excepBut the most of us arc
only human, and are prone to yield to
the temptations of extravaganoe, now
and then. The allowance system is s
end.

tional people.

preventive against continued extravagance. We are brought up with s
round turn at the end of a week or

sure

month.

Const quently we learn bow to

counterbalance the extras of one week
by the prudence of the next, while those
who depend upon their judgment arc
apt to furget all about last week's expenses. So, too, we who bave an allowance, look ahead and save up for emergencies and great occasions, while the

unsystematic housekeepers, taking no
thought for the morrow, make no pro-

vision for the future.
To learn the true value of money ii
lessons of life.
one of the most
It trains the judgment and stimulates
the powers of Invention and observation.
Reasonable economy does not, by an;
means, imply frugality or self-denial. It

practical

means

in

skillful oookingand wisemetbodi

buying.

Recipe*.
MAPLE FUDGE.

For

maple fudge, first get

the

genuine

maple sugar, no imitation or half-andhalf preparation, and grind it through ι
mill; this will make it light, and it will
not pack in the onp. Take three cops oi

the ground sugar, one full cup of milk
and a piece of butter as large as s
small egg, mix all together and set ovei
a hot fire.
Cook till it boils away froc.
the sides of the kettle, beating all the
time. Then pour Into a pan and beat
until cold.
CHOCOLATE CARAMELS.

GBAIXED

One and one-balf cups of sugar, one
cup brown sugar, one-balf cup cream,
butter half the sise of an egg, three ban
grated chocolate. Flavor with vanllli
and stir constantly until it grains.
FUDGE.

COFFEE

Boil together two cups granulated
sugar and one cup strong coffee. Add
either one teaspoon butter or one table

spoon rich cream. Boil until a spoonful
Thei
of caody stiffens when beaten.
take from the fire, beat bard with a big
spoon until the candy begins to grow
stiff, quickly beat in one cup broker
shelf bark or pecan nut meats, and pom
out into buttered tin. This is an ex·
tremely toothsome candy and not well
known.
EVEBTON

TOFFEE.

Take two cups molasses, one pound
moist augar and half pound butter. Cut
the butter up in small pioces so that II
can melt quickly, put it in the sauce pan,
then add the molasses, and then tb<
sugar, stir it slowly with a knife over ι

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

clear fire, and when everything has be

thick and uf a nice brown color,
a little into a cup of cold water
If it becomes crisp the toffee is done,
and should be poured into a buttered

come

drop

plate.

COCOANUT CANDY.

of loaf sugar and
grated cocoanut; add enough milk to
the cocoanut to moisten the sugar. Put
it to boil and stir almost constantly.
When the candy begins to turn to sugar
stir in the cocoanut as quickly as posei
Cut
ble. Pour ioto buttered dishes.
while warm with a buttered knife.
Use

SUce it

No. 1812.—Numerical Enigma.
I am composed of eight letters. Mj
1. 2. 5. 8 Is a word of greeting; mj
0, δ, 4 Is a receptacle for grain or coal;

Sickle

you
it

Plug keeps its

toy 7, 3 au article.
My whole is the name of a Cart»gtuian who crossed the Alps and win
tered in Capua.

nat-

flavor and moisture
as
better and longer than any
other form of tobacco. The
use
firm plug and natural leaf
wrapper prevent the air from drying up
the tobacco.
If you want

a

ural

No. 1813.—Charade.

••How cold 1 am!" exclaims my first.
"My touch would chill your blood."
My second says. "You'll be dispersed
By the uprising flood."

gentle, sweet and mild.
Most useful in my sphere.
1 nourish both adult and child.
My touch you need not fear."

"But I

rich, cool sweet

satisfying smoke—try it today,
At yoar dealer's

20

"What says my whole?" you now
I must not tell you more;
But you can find It, understand.
At the confectioner's store.

of All Kinds fori
Building Purposes.

Roofing, Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Hoofing.
are other makes, but Paroid is the best

demand

No. 1814.—Word Square.
L A veese* used for producing artlfl'
clal light
2. Any plain surface or plot oi

L. S. BILLINGS

Lumber

am

ground.

3. Grain coarsely ground.
4. Of a dim or whitish color.

ermine
nectar, armada, damsel, elapse, search

There change.

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.

Να 1802.—Diamonds: 1. Q, due. quill
SID, awe, dwarf, err, P.
Να 1803.—Letter Plurals: G's (gees)
E's (ease): C's (sees); T's (tees); O's
(owes); P*s (peas); Q's (cues); J*8
(Jays); TTs (use); B's (bees); Γβ (eyes)

ell, L

Y's (wise).
Να 1804.—Rebus Puzzle: A dog chas

ed a rabbit across the brook, but did
not catch it
No. 1805.—Charade: Hair, pin—hair-

pin

No.
cord

1800.-Charade: Con. cord—Coo·

An increasing number of people re
port regularly of the «atitfkotory re
suits from taking Foley Kidney Pilli
and commend their healing and curative qualitiea. Foley Kidney Pills are ■
carefully prepared medicine, guaranteed
to contain no harmful or habit forming
drugs. They can have only a bénéficia]
effect when used for kidney and bladdei
troubles, for backache, rheumatism,
weak back or lumbago. A. E. SbortleQ
Co., Sontb Paris; 8. K. Newell A Co.,
Parla.

The New Perfection 03 Cook-stove

Everybody

Suits

wurting French chef. It suits the housewife, h
» found in luxurious villas—in camps—in farms—in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it ; everybody Ekes it It is tise all-round stove for aD
the year round. It bakes, brots, roasts and toasts as wdl as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we ssll the New Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle—each ipecialy designed for use with the
It suits the

most

SssSgtiffi
Oil Cook-stove
All detlen wll the Ho*·.

h b

hsidsnsssly

biskcd in nsciel, with cabinet top, drop
shelve*, towel racks, etc. Loaf taaiasy» eaamdeil turqwoioe bfao. Mado with I. 2 or 3

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

'Wtfly.

castoria

TU Hi Yw liw Alwro Bmtt

""tSi&L,
?

"Why

8inoere Admiration.

do you Insist on

keeping

a

par

rot?"
"Because," answered the lonely man,
"I like to hear it talk. The parrot Is
the only creature gifted with the power
of speech that is content to repeat Just
what it hears without trying to make
a good s tory of.it"- Washington Star.
Man and the Dog.
alone, absolutely alone, on
this chance planet and amid all the
forms of life that surround us not one,
excepting the dog, baa made an alii*
A few creatures fear
ance with us.
as. most are unaware of us, and not one

We

are

loves us.—From

a

Maeterllnk Essay.

Slightly Puzzled.

"Say, pa?"

"What is Itr
"Which anion

does

a

Jack of ill

trades belong to?"—New York Press
Two Relatives.
Bess-Charlie, will you tell

me

what

I've left my watch at my
aunfs. Charlie—Awfully sorry, but 1
can't Tve left mine at my uncle's.
time It Is?

Nothing

myself

cnn

St

%work

me

damage but

Henmrd

Sprinkle

with salt while hot.

"L.

then said

im-

CHOCOLATE CREAMS.
Two cups pulverized sugar, one half
cup cream, buil five minutes, pat sauce
pan in pan of cold water to cool, add one
teaspoon vanilla, and stir. Make into
balls. When oold dip loto melted chocolate.
FUDQE.

what

does

that

yonng man

who called laat night do?"
"He's a baseball player, father."
"Well, tell bim to cut out his squeeze
plays when be comes up here."

HAPPIEST GIRL IN LINCOLN.
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes, "I bad

Paris.

milk, two capi
"Do you think that operatic celebrity
granulated sugar, pieoe batter half ai ia
maintaining her artistio prestige?"
of
chocotwo
as
an
squares
egg,
large
"Well," replied the close observer,
late. Boil about twenty minutes, or
"she sings as well as ever. But I don't
until It hardens when dropped In cold
think her articles on bow to be beautiful
sweet

Remove from the stove, add a
teaspoon of vanilla and stir natll the
syrup is very smooth. Tarn into a wellgreased pan and when hard out Into
water.

squares.

DIVINITY.

are

up to her former standard."

"I am surprised to hear that Dubleigb
baa broken down," said Stnbbs. "He
used to bave a splendid constitution."
"Tes," said Wiggletrope, "but be be-

Two caps white sugar, one-balf cup gan amending it."
Karo Corn Syrap, one-half oap water.
George L. Higble, Manton, Mich.,
Stir into
Boil until bard io water.
used Foley Kidney Pills for kidney and
beaten whites of two eggs. Add chop- bladder trouble. He
says: "I find for
ped oat·.
my caae no other medicine equals Foley
MAPLE BUDS.
Kidney Pilla for benefloial effect." They
are a safe and reliable medicine for kidTwo cups brown sugar, one-third cap
trouble and rheumatism. Contain
of water. Boil together slowly for forty ney
no harmful drugs. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
minutes. Add well beaten egg and fruit
South Paris; 8. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
or note.
Drop from apoon on oiled

paper.
A girl bas suoh self control about some
PLUM PUDDING CANDY.
Baseball Captain—Ton shouldn't be so
things that, when a man ia proposing,
bard on the boys.
One and one-half poaods coofeotlooery she can ait perfeotly still with a mosquiThey played very
well. The game was lost through just sugar, whites of two eggs, juice of ooe to chewing her ankle off.
one error.
orange, one-half poand esoh of coooanat,
For aummer diarrhoea in children alManager—Tea, so was paradise.
English walnuts, dates, figs, raisins, oarrants, one-fourth poand citron, one-half ways give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
when
season
busiest
Right in your
clove·, and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor oil,
teaapoonful each of cinnamon,whites
of aad a
Stir the
you nave the leaat time to spare yon are tlUpIco and maoe.
speedy cure I· certain. For sale
most likely to take diarrhoea and lose the
has
been
wbloh
the
and
sogar
the Cbas. H. Howard Co., South
eggs
by
several days' time, unlrsa you have well sifted, together ten mlnatee. Add Parts.
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and t ie spices and orange jalce, and gradualDiarrhoea Remedy at band anc· takes ly the fruit wbloh has been well chop"Did ye see as Jim got ten years'
dose on the first appearance of the dismixed, penal for stealing that 'oss?"
ped; stir ontil It Is thoroughly
For sale by the Chas. H. Howard then
ease.
ten
tara ou to a board and knead
"8erve Mm right, too. Why didn't 'e
Co., South Paris.
minutes, adding more sugar if neoessary. boy the 'oea ana not pay for Mm like any
a
least
at
Pack In boxes and let stand
other gentleman."
Campaigner—Uncle Cyrus, what is tba month.
feeling up in yourpart of Michigan?
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
VANILLA PULLED CANDT.
Unole Cyrus—Well, sir, the peach
was badly crippled with soiatlc
Maine,
ooe
some
of
an'
cap
us,
Two caps granulated sugar,
crop's gone to thunder,
rheumatism due be aaya to urio acid in
Debs!
vote
for
butter,
to
one-fourth
are
cap
going
begosb,
boiling water,
bis blood. "Foley Kidney Pille entirely
one-fourth ou ρ vinegar. Boll until It
cared me and also removed numerous
N. J. Gorham, Caahler Bank of Wood·
harden In water; then add one tablewill
beville, Gs., had a very severe attack of spoon vanilla and pat to oool on butter- blaok speoks that were oonllnually
fore my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are
kidney tronble and the pains In his kid· ed tin. When oool, pall.
a uric acid solvent and are effective for
neys and back-were terrible. "I got a
KISSES.
the various forms of rheumatism. A. E.
bottle of Foley Kidney Pills from onr
druggist and tbey entirely relieved me, I
Whites of three eggs, one oup sugar, Shurtleff Co., South Parts; 8. E. Newell
have more benefit from them than any one teaspoon flavoring. Bake In a slow Λ Co., Paris.
other medicine." A. E. Shurtleff Co., oven.
South Paris; 8. K. Newell 6 Co., Paris.
! "Has Dinny got a atlddy job jit, Mrs.
BPONGK CASK.
!
asked Mrs. Brannlgan.
Three eggs, one oap floor, one oup of I Mulcahey?"
Mrs. China-Yon know my husband
"He baa that," said Mrs. Muloahey.
just won't listen to good, oommon sense sagar, two teaspoons baking powder,
"They've slnt blm to the plnltintchery
three tablespoons oold water, pinch of for
talk.
ι
twisty years."
Mia. FiMh—How do yoa know?
salt.

Doea It

mean

FOR

ESTATE

SALE

Ko.'238. A NICE ONE ASl)
8TOBY SINGLE TENEMENT, ONB-HALt
ί-rooa
denoeln floe repair. AUo a ruble
zn, («,
with stalls tor horses; split -tone <
house. Alio two water service» to t.-iUr u>
<lweiUBcT#
beat spring water. There are three u rti
aiy
Included which can l>e utllUe-l lor
»«ver*l »«»
detlrable house lots. This will sh*s1
to
wanting a home In South I'arls. I'rlce

J

The Dennis Pike Real Estate
Agency,
Tel. 35-3
NORWAY, ME,

Gram for Sale.

fy and enable

us to

make thorough and

On my farm in Hartford. Upland and
accurate "Eye T?sts," the fitting of commeadow, first quality. Will sell, or let fortable, becoming, "suited to your reout at halves.
quirement" glasses.
S. S. HEALD,
South Paris.
S. RICHARDS.
27-30

Save Tour Hair.

hjJ

PREPARATIONS CONTAINING
POISONOUS SUGAR OF LEAD OB SUL-

DON'T

USB

We handle anything you «act in the
hay, grain, feed or seed line. It «m

PHUB.

&

C. B.

Inquire

large

JAMES

Norway,

FOLEYPKIDNEY PILLS

Men Wanted

Bebill sent blm over on his back.
fore be could get up be had hit blm
another rap, and, squealing loudly, he

by the wing and drag him up the
board and into the nest—Youth's Com-

panion.

Too Hasty.

▲ traveling theatrical company
starting to parade In a small New
England town when a big gander from
a farmyard near at hand waddled to
the middle of the street and began to
was

ailing for some time with chronio
constipation and stomach trouble. I
began taking Chamberlain's Stomach hiss.
ana Liver Tablets and in three days I
One of the double-in-brass actors
was able to be up and got better right
toward the fowl and angrily
turned
along. I am the proudest girl in Lin- exclaimed:
coln to find such a good medioine." For
"Don't be so quick to Jump at consale by the Chas. H. Howard Co., South
the show."
been

treated?

For Sale

pressively:—
SEA FOAM.
"An agriculturist smokes Egyptian
light brown sugar, one cup cigarettes and plays the piano."
one
tablespoon vinegar, poui
water,
ran in under the duck house, glad to
over beaten whites of two eggs, one cup
Sprains require careful treatment. get away. The rat family had no dinnut·. Add vanilla when done.
Keep quiet and apply Chamberlain'· Bor that night, and the old father rat
Liniment freely. It will remove the bad to
SMITH COLLEGE PDDQE.
stay in bed for three days.
soreness and quickly restore the parts to
Melt a quarter cup batter. Mix to
As for the little duck, he wus happy
For sale by the
a healthy condition.
each
one
bowl
in
a
cup
separate
gether
enough to have his mother take blm
Chas. H. Howard Co., Sooth Paris.
"Helen,

glasses?

REAL

these measurements.
You will find that our knowledge and
experience in the optical business, quali-

clusions.

Walt till you see

—Llpplncott's.

IF YOU MIE ILL

from any disorder of the STOMACH, LIVER or
KIDNEYS, or if your bowels are inactive i)t
times, or you should suffer from heada< lies,
get&50 ceut buttle of SEVEN BARKS of your

druggist.

If you are run down unddou't feel
young und chipper a» you used to, give
SEVEN BARKS u fair trial; it will purify your
blood, clear your system and brain, and
make life worth living. It is absolutely
harmless, is highly palatable, and will not
disturb the most delicate stomach.
For sale at druggists ut 50 cents per
bottle. Don't fail to try it. Address
as

LYMAN BROWN, 68 Murray St., New York. N.Y.

Rings From Shiehaldin.
On Cnlmak Island, Alaska, is Shi
shaldln, which In some respects Is the
most remarkable volcano in the world

In addition to a continuous emission ol
dense white smeke or steam, circulai
rings apparently several hundred feet

diameter and of wonderful syin
metry and whiteness emerge In puffs
at short intervals from the very lop ol
the mountain. It causes one to think
of the possibility of old Pluto of Pan·

AND

Organs

a

cigarette.

Eleven

with a machine.

Second hand Pianos and

for sale

pianos

at a

bargain.

I will sell al low

price.

A

lot of second hand organs that I will
Cone in and
sell at any old price.
see them.

28tf.

548$ Çongress Strr t.
at hie Norway office,

that

are

of each month.
titled. All work

Cord

Tilt Only Successful Treatment

Destroys the Craving
No Nausea or Sickness
No Confinement
No Prostration or Collapse
It

Send for

W.J.Wheeler,
itShoe Polishes
LARGEST

A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
I RADE

-çîlT EDGE" the only ladle·' shoe dreeslng that
Black·nrd ΓοΙί«1ι«*ltdiw
positively contain· OIL.
and Mince, shines without rife'

and children'· boot·
Mnc. 85 cent*. Trench Close." lucent·.
all
"STAR" combinat ion for cleaning and poliohiojj
kinds of russet or tan clioes, 10c. "Dandy"si/.e,ï5c.
with
sponge
"QUICK WHIT£"(in liquid form
10r. A26c.
ly duns and whitens dirty canvas βΙιο«·β.
"ALIO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas shoes. In
ronnd white cakes packed In zinc-tin boxes, with
•ponge, 10c. In handsome, large alumlnam boxes,
with sponge, 25r.
If yunr ·Ι·-»1·τ dn« not kwp the kind too want, send
us the prier In atamiw for a full lise («ckac*, chargvl

Quick-

paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. * CO.,
20*26 Albany Street, Cambridge, Μ·Νι
The OldtU and Largest Manufacturers of
Shoe Polishes in the Horld,
\ 29-41

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

wmnuMwmi woihwajio kabow

1S1 Congress St,
Portland, Maine
TELEPHONE 2224

———

KILLthe couch

two

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
with

FOR C8ÛS!·8

τΛ-Ss.

AMP ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Foley Kidney Pills

TONIO IN ACTION

QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

FOLEY* KlDNEYPUXS
PIIO Β ATE

Obdkked:
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested by causing a copy of this order to br
Ox
published three aweeks successively In attheSouth
font Democrat, newspaper published
at
that
said
In
may
appear
they
County,
Parla,
Probate Court to be held at Rumfotd on the
third Tuesday of August, Λ. D. 1912, at 9 ol
the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon
If they see cause.

Orson L. Pa lue late of Dlxfleld, deceased;
petition that Henry <i. Thayer or mime other
aultable person be appointed .is administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presetted by

Ella E. Paine, widow.

ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true cony—nitest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

m«»m

Design·
Copyrights Ac.
»τ
nul
sketch
description ao

Anyone tending a
•lulckly ascertain our opinion free wheiL.r »
Invention I· probably patentable. Comma.
tlonsstrictly confldent lal. HANDBOOK on I'» nu
<ent free, oldest nuency fur socurmg pat»
Patenta taken through Wuun Λ Co. r>. ;·!»«
ip/rial notice, without charge, In tb·

Scfentific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly.
'■illation of any sclentlde Journal.
year: four months, IL Hold by all

Larce·'
Tern.s.

Branch Offloe. i»KSU Washington. D. C.

THE PARK & POLLARD CO.

DRY-MASH
MAKES
THEM

LAY OR.
BUST

4ÎM.K&

GOLDEN EGGS

Talk about your "Goose am! the C
Egp." Your hens and The Park & P< llifd IJKÏMASH combined Iteat them a «hole M I:.
Every one of your hens will lay
!
Egg*" tf you icc.l them The Park & Ρ
>

Dry-Mash

and Scratch Feed

N'o side stepping or excuse·—they LAY
BUST, and they don't bust.
Clct their Almanac and Yearbook, a-

all about the wonderful feed that is sold
"money back plan."
Fctd the maturlri? pullets GROWING FKFD
and DRY-MASH mixetl, but as soon
begin to lay, give them the DRY-MASH
■·

.·

straight.
Don't delay, get them started
will have

iw

all winter.

now and
ate no
no tiu.e u

There

good" feeds and you have
thorn
au* are too hi^h.

as

—

C. B.

Cummings & Sons,

Norway, Mo

in South Parie or on road leadParis II ill. Gold watcb, Set h
Thomae. Finder please report at Dem22tf
ocrat office.

A LOW PRICE

U. S. Cream

—

Wool

Separator
Nickel
Silver
Skimmer

>

For Sale toy

Watch Lost.
May 7,
ing over

>-ir
» a

nawsJeslers. ;

HUNNSCo."1»'—'Newïcisi

NOTICES.

all persons Interested In either of the estatehereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, at Paris, In \aratlon, In
and for the County of Oxford, on the twelfth
one
day of July, In the year of our I,ord
thousand nine hundred and twelve. The follow·
action
the
for
been
presented
Inn matter having
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby

To

HAVK HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
B. A. Davit, 627 Washington St, Conoertville,
Ind., is In hisSSth year. Ho writes os: "I bava
lately suffered much from my kidney■ and bladder 1 had severe backaches and my kidney action
was too frequent, causing ne to lose mnch deep
at nif ht. and in my bladder there was constant
pain. I took Foley Κ idaey Tills for some time,
and am now free of all tronble and again able te
be up and aroand. Foley Kidney Puis bave my
highest recommendation."
A. K. 8HURTLBFF à CO.,
South Peris.
Paris.
8. B. NEWELL k CO.,

■OM

Wood,

Coal.

VARIETY

FINEST QUALITY

C

Stove Wood and

Billings' Block, South Pari*).

Wittemorës

Eyes treated.
guaranteed.

Edgings,

catalog.

health improves from the
beginning. Healthful surroundings, skilled physicians, rational and honest methods
and a comfortable home

General

C.

Slab Wood,

right.

FOR LIQUOR
AND

it·

and the third Friday of each following
month. At Kumford office 2nd Fr. iay

■

DRUG USERS

!'
>

FRIDAY, AUG. 16,

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Playerpianos always in stock at prices

might change the name of the street"
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
—Washington Star.

the ghost
HI don't blame it" replied the ma·
terlalist "It waa worked to death
long ago."—Judge.

squàrt

of

"Well," replied Mr. Dustin 8tax, It BLADDER and all annoying URINARY

Overworked.

Organs

V. K. PARKIS,
Parie, Maine.

Is too much to ask us to move business IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
But we
Into another thoroughfare.
MIDDLE AGED end ELDERLY

"The hour of 12 has struck I" hissed

Two

land that can be cut

Enquire

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE
Easiest Way Out.
"Something ought to be done to ease RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of tta
the prejudice against Wall street," said
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
the apprehensive citizen.

Hie Quarter.
1 approach you in a worthy cause,
Mr. Titewad. We want to raise $100,·
000. A prominent philanthropist offers
to contribute a quarter of it"
"Oh, well," said Mr. Titewad hastily,
1 don't mind giving another quarter.
Can yon change · half V—Housekeeper.

Home office,

land, will be

F. Hidlon's store, Main Street,

in

dalon smoking

OCULIST.

Grass for Sale.
acres on

——III I·1! I

Didn't Llk· the Reference.
Tramp—You know the sayln', mum,
"He that glveth to the poor lendeth to
the Lord." Mrs. Subbubs—Very true.
A lid since you speak in proverbs I'll
refer you to another old saw. Tramp
-Which one Is dat, mum? Mrs. S.The one bnck In the woodshed.—Bos tor
Tmnscrlpt

Pianos

Trap

W. S. ROBINSON,

paused,

"

carve,
and consider it one of the best medIt'a the meaaoring of their deptba,
is
made."
icines that
their cnrvea, their nerve aapply, their
A. N. Hurd, So. Orrington, Me. maacle balance that the fitting of glaaaea
Mechanical proceaaea, every
near- have to do.
A large bottle 35 cents at the
if one.
by store, or a sample free by mail,
You will find oar fitting room equipyou never used it. Address,
with every instrument that a skilled
ped
Me. refractioniat requires in the taking of
P. "MEDICINE CO., Portland,

Robinson Insect

The Senator

does it mean to you to
bave your eyes tested for

117 HAT

having your eyee
dlaMr. Hurd of 80. Orrington
Too answer "No," for they are not
and instant sufferer from biliousness
no medical attention.
need
they
eaaed,
savs.
he
Read what
uigestion.
If It la not thla, what la It?
At"
I have used the True "L. P."
The fitting of glaaaea la a mechanical
was
I
wood's Medicine for ten years.
ana aimpie. It baa to do
not proceaa, pore
sick for a number of years, could
and how it entera your eye».
use with light
to
I
commenced
get any relief until
It'a the determining whether or not
It made
In ahape,
'•L. P." Atwood's Medicine.
yoar eye balla are regular
most
for
it
use
I
in
me.
of
a well man
whether too long, too abort, irregnlar
in
family
my
sickness
of
every kind
eto.
was a con-

Summer colds are bard to get rid of,
and frequently lead to asthma, bronchitin, sod bay fever. Do not let your cold swam an old drake, or grandfather
get a hold on yon, but n«e Foley's Honey duck, big and strong and very cross.
and Tar Compound for quick relief. W.
The little duck was, of course, much
H. Allen, Chelaea, Wis., aays: "We pre- frightened. He tried to turn round
fer Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and swim back, but he Just
|>ounded
to other cough medloines because It
the water with his feet and beat it
quickly cures cough· aud colds. It will with his small wings without going
ward off a cold if taken in time." Contains uo opiates. A. E. Sburtleff Co., ahead any.
The big duck swam right up to him
South Paris; S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
and gave him α bard thump with his
He—Did you ever observe what a dif- bill, which drove his head clear under
ference clothes make on one's mind?
the water, so that he got his mouth
The above is a cut of the
Now, when I am Id my riding togs, I'm full and almost choked. The
big duck
ail hors· ; when I have on my business,
followed him and kept rapping him
my mind's full of business; when I get
into my evening dreas my mind takes a with his bill. Not until he was almost Made to destroy the moths that kit!
back to the little house did the old ornamental trees and orchards and theii
purely sooial turn.
She—And I suppose that when you drake leave him. He went away frnit. It get» tbem to the last one before
take a bath your mind's an utter blank?
they lay their eggs. Its work must re
quacking crossly.
suit in their extermination. Inexpeceivt
the
crawled
out
of
duck
The
little
withNever leave home on a journey
a« compared with spraying, vastly more
out a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, water and lay on his side on the effective and Kills no Birds.
Cholera and DiarrLoaa Remedy. It ia warm sand, trying to get his breath
almost certain to be needed and cannot and too tired to move or even stand.
address:
be obtained when on board the cars or
Just then he saw something that
steamahips. For aale by the Chas. H. filled him with terror. Out of one of
Howard Co., South Paris.
27H
the lower doors in the house a big
HARTFORD, MAINE

Three cups

Ooe cup of

After Years of Illness.

CABANKL8.

of white and brown sugar, a quarter cup
of molasses and half a cop of cream.
Add to the melted butter and bring to a
Puzzledom.
to
Kay
boil. Cook three minutes, stirring very
Να 1800.—Buried Cities: 1. Genoa. 2
rapidly at first, but decreasing toward
Cork. 3. Hammerfest 4. Mobile. 5. the end. Take from the fire, add a tea8
T. Cleveland.
0. London.
Utlca.
spoon and a balf of vanilla, then stii
Rome. 9. St Paul.
constantly until thickened. Poor into
Endless Chain: Ornnge, buttered pan and set in a cold plaoe.
No. 1801.

gentle, length, thrash, shiver,

silver.

HEALTH RESTORED

pay you to call on us when in Deed o(
Even if you have healthy hair you
anything in our liue. You «III ud<1
ME.
PARIS.
SOUTH
that our prices are right ami that the
ought to use a little PARISIAN Sage
once a week as a hair dressing. It keeps
quality of our bay, grain, feci and seed
itcb,
is of the very best.
Know It Well.
the hair healthy; prevents scalp
falling hair and dandruff, and—baldness.
But be sure you get PARISIAN Sage.
FAMILIAR KEATL'ltKd WELL KNOWN TO
There are many imitations. The girl
HUNDREDS OF SOUTn ΙΆΚΙ3 CITIZENS
We have just received a oar ol th«
with Auburn balr is on every carton
and bottle of PARISIAN Sage.
Globe Elevator Co.'a Poultry Feed which
It banishes dandruff, stops falling hair
ie very nice and which canari* an fol.
A familiar burden in many homes.
and scalp itcb, and Imparts to the hair a
lows:
The burden of a "bad back."
a*
brilliancy and lustre that all women,
A lame, weak or acbiog back
Cr. Corn, Chick Cr. » rn,
well as men, love so dearly. PARISIAN
Often tells you of kidney ills.
Chicken Wbeat, Feed ILrley,
weak
for
are
Sage ia a daintily perfumed and refreshPille
Doan's Kidney
Scratch Feed, Little Chick /ted,
ing hair dressing. It's the best hair tooic
at kidneya.
Poultry Feed, Buckwheat,
you can buy. Large bottles 50 cents
Here is convincing testimony.
Cbas. Π. Howard Co.'β and dealers
C. Dearborn, carpenter, West Tarin,
If yoa are in want of any .( these
C.
30 3'2
everywhere.
Me., says: "I bave taken Doan'a Kid- goods should be pleased to hear from
of them
ney Pills and I tbink so well
you.
that I willingly recommend them. 1
tb«
be
will
hope that my statement
Stand in South Paris village with means of leading someone else to try
this preparation. I suffered from pains
of
lot.
in the small of my back and my kidneys
A. HEATH,
Doan's Kidney
Maine.
were not acting right.
Pills, procured from Sburtleff's Drug
Paris.
South
Crois
Street,
•29-32
Store, helped me from the iirst and I am
continuing tbeir use.
For sale by all dealers. Price *»0 cents, rOK AMKUMATI3M KI0MKT9 AMD ttUkOOtl
Fnster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
House For Sale.
Remember the name—Doan's— and
take no other.
A two-family house with stab;·· at So.
I'rce
12 Highland Street, South Paris
low to settle estate.
01ÎB BAP OP THB OLD DUCK'S BILL· SENT
HENRY P. Al'STIS,
THE BAT ON HIS BACK.
to learn Auto driving and rt-pairing
Uetbel.
20-32
Best
mechanical
training.
Thorough
the sloping board walk, dipped his bill
We
cat
soon.
will
open
Spring positions
into the water to see if It was warm
double your salary. Particulars free.
and then started to swim away.
HAMLIN-FOSTER AUTO CO.,
the
end
of
the
to
lie had gone nearly
454-450 Fore St., Portland, Me
i.tf
time
island and was having a happy
when out from behind a big bush

He—Did you enjoy yourself at the gray rui was (.-rrcpiug. uis unj< uuii&
ball the other nighi?
eyes wore shining like bends, and be
Duil together one pound sugar, one
She—Yes; everybody told me that I was looking right at the little duck.
gill cream, one onnce honey, one-fi urtl was the most beautiful girl there.
Nearer and nearer the rat crept. The
spoon batter and half gill hot water, till
duck tried to get up on his feet.
a
milbad
It
cracklei
"What would you do if you
oo dropping it into cold water
He was so frightened that he cried
on touching the bottom; then add a tea- lion dollar»?"
ai
it
on
to
and
"Do? Hire a private secretary to "Peep, peep!" as loud as he could.
pour
spoon of vanilla
It was a small, weak voice, and the
oiled dish to cool. When cool out intc answer fool questions."
caramel squares.
only one to bear It was the old drake.
In tbeee days of high cost of living, a He knew that It was a cry for help,
LEMON DBOra.
medicine that gets a man up out of bed and he
began to paddle and flutter as
Pour on to a balf pound powdered and able to work in » few days is a
could toward the shore, all
John fast as he
sugar just enough strained lemon juice valuable and welcome remedy.
the time crying "Quack, quack!" in
to dissolve it and then boil it to the conHeath, Michigan Bar, Cal., had kidney
sistency of thick syrup. Drop this from and bladder trouble, was confined to his such a way that all the other ducks
the saucepan in roand drops on to an bed, unable to turn without help. "I heard of It und knew something wns
oiled dish and set in a slack oven to commenced using Foley Kidney Pills wrong. In the face of real danger he
harden, dusting it as it sets with a little and can truly say I was relieved at once." quickly turned protector.
icing sugar. Any fruit juice can be His example is worth following. A. E.
The rat had stopped now, as If he
used in the same way instead of the Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
did not quite know what to do, and
lemon.
& Co., Paris.
Just as the drake reached the shore
SALTED PECANS.
"A farmer, you know, chews plug to· the rat turned and started to crawl
Mix one pound nuts with unbeaten bacco and whittles a stick, while an agri- back under the house.
He was Just
white of an egg. Put in oven to dry. culturist"—
too late. One rap of the old drake's
VANILLA

What old say lug?

Smoke it

equal quantities

The Ptngeriess Qlove.
The Little Dock's Peril.
How early did mankind think of th*Xn the center of the big city peril Is
ronvenlence of the finger lees glove
which modern babies, flehermen and t beautiful little pond, and In the pond
Alpine climber· appreciate eo greatly? la an Island, and on the island stands
We hear little of gloves in ancient a cnrlons little house.
time·, and in most caaes it Is obvious
There are no windows, but only two
that they bad fingers. Those worn by
rows of doors, one on the ground,
long
the secretary of the younger Pliny,
reached not by flights of
other
the
used when he visited Vesuvius so that
but by boards sloping gently
he might keep on jotting down notes In stairs,
and down alspite of the cold, most have been fin- op to the second story
water's
the
to
most
edge.
the
of
glutton
gered no lees than those
Above this small house bend the
In Athenaeua who wore gloves at table
so that he might handle the meat while long,
graceful branches of willow
hot and get in advance of his bare trees, of a lovely light green, and In
handed fellow diner·. One of the ear- front of It, on the beacb of sand and
liest known wearers of a glove with
gravel, the little waves are always
only a thumb is an Anglo-Saxon lady
laughing.
known In Plancbe's "History of Brittsb
Those who live In this house wear
Costume." Her gloves exactly resemnothing but enow white clothing, with
ble α modern baby'·.
yellow stockings and shoes, for they
are a great family of ducks which beTom Tiddler's Ground.
A favorite game with little folks is long to the city.
One fine morning a baby duck came
"Tom Tiddler's ground." A large base
the upper rooms
is formed by drawing α Une across to the door of one of
He stood there,
the playground, and one child, called in the little house.
down the shore.
"Tom Tiddler," takes his station with- awhile, looking up and
a day to stay in.
in it, while the others run in, crying It seemed too good
waddled slowly down
out, "Here am I on Tom Tiddler's so the little duck
ground, picking up gold and silver".
If Tom Tiddler can touch any boy
while he is on his (Tom's) ground the
boy so touched takes his place as the
guardian of the imaginary gold and

to close out odd
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Carpets
patterns and

clean

up stock.
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